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Welcome to USINE, a library with several semi-analytical Galactic cosmic-ray (GCR) propagation models (PDF
version of documentation here).
We hope you will enjoy using USINE whether you want to:
• learn and know more about CR propagation phenomenology, taking advantage of the simple commandline interface and graphical pop-ups to quickly see and compare the importance of various ingredients on the
resulting fluxes;
• perform state-of-the art analyses of new CR data, taking advantage of the very flexible ASCII parameter file
to select your model, configuration, etc., to fit your data with any number of free parameter (transport, source,
geometry. . . ) and nuisance parameters (cross sections, data systematic uncertainties. . . );
• develop and use you own semi-analytical model without having to spend years setting all inputs and outputs
right, taking advantage of the modularity and flexibility of the USINE C++ library.
If you use USINE, please cite Maurin (2018)
For any question, contact D. Maurin (LPSC).
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ONE

GENERAL INFORMATION

1.1 Physics goal and ingredients
USINE is a library for Galactic cosmic-ray (GCR) propagation models, valid in the energy range ∼ [10−2 − 106 ]
GeV/n. The library contains several semi-analytical propagation models previously used in the literature (LeakyBox model, disc+halo 1D and 2D diffusion models) as well as several solar modulation models (e.g., Force-Field).
Even though USINE is meant to evolve to describe all CR species, models in this version are restricted to nuclei and
anti-nuclei.
Galactic cosmic-ray propagation requires many inputs, which are handled by as many classes in USINE, see Inside
USINE (c++).
CR charts Element properties and nuclear charts specific to CRs (i.e. stable or half-life of the order of
the propagation time)
CR data List of data points (energy, value, date, name of experiment, etc.)
Cross sections Energy-dependent inelastic and production (straight-ahead or differential) cross sections
on ISM elements
CR sources Source spectra and spatial distribution of CR sources
ISM Composition of the InterStellar Medium (elements, density, temperature, ionisation fraction)
CR transport Coefficients for momentum and spatial diffusion, convection, reacceleration, energy losses
Models CR propagation models to go from sources to interstellar fluxes
Modulation Solar modulation models to propagate interstellar (IS) to top-of-atmosphere (TOA) fluxes

1.2 USINE versions & release notes
The USINE code is developed in C++ to benefit from object-oriented capabilities (overload, inheritance, etc.). It
is interfaced with the ROOT CERN library for displays and minimisation routines, and with fparser to implement
formulae with constants and parameters as simple text format.
Note: The last public release is v3.5 – see rst_general_release3.5. The instructions to retrieve and install
USINE are in USINE download/install.
Public (released) versions
• rst_general_release3.5 – Version for B/C & pbar analyses (D. Maurin)
• rst_general_release3.4 – First public release (D. Maurin)
3
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Future release
• rst_general_release4.0 – . . . (M. Boudaud„ D. Maurin, N. Weinrich)
Previous (un-released) versions
• v3.3 [2017/03] – On gitlab.in2p3, tutorial, more fit params (D. Maurin; contrib. from CRAC)
• v3.2 [2017/01] – I/O (.root, .png, .txt) simplified, simple code testing (D. Maurin)
• v3.1 [2015/12] – Spline enabled (implemented by A. Ghelfi, L. Derome)
• v3.0 [2013/12] – Better C++/ROOT with FunctionParser and documentation (D. Maurin)
• v2.0 [2004/10] – C++/ROOT version on svn (D. Maurin; contrib. from A. Putze & R. Taillet)
• v1.0 [1999/10] – C version (D. Maurin; contributions from F. Donato, P. Salati, R. Taillet)

1.3 Publications and files
With v3.5
• Boudaud, Génolini et al., submitted to PRL
• Génolini, Boudaud et al., to appear in PRD → initialisation files, best-fit, and covariance matrix of best-fit
parameters (from AMS-02 B/C analysis) for models BIG, SLIM, and QUAINT available here!
• Derome, Maurin, Salati, Boudaud, Génolini, and Kunzé, to appear in A&A
With v3.4
• Génolini, Maurin, Moskalenko, and Unger, PRC 98, 4611 (2018)
• Génolini et al., PRL 119, 241101 (2017)
With v2.0
• Coste, Derome, Maurin, and Putze, A&A 539, 88 (2012)
• Putze, Maurin, and Donato, A&A 526, 101 (2011)
• Maurin, Putze, and Derome, A&A 516, 67 (2010)
• Putze, Derome, Maurin, Perotto, and Taillet, A&A 497, 991 (2009)
• Putze, Derome, and Maurin, A&A 516, 66 (2010)
• Donato, Maurin, Brun, Delahaye, and Salati, PRL 102, 071301 (2009)
• Donato, Fornengo, and Maurin, PRD 78, 043506 (2008)
With v1.0
• Maurin, Cassé, and Vangioni-Flam, APh 18, 471 (2003)
• Maurin, Taillet, and Donato, A&A 394, 1039 (2002)
• Donato, Maurin, and Taillet, A&A 381, 539 (2002)
• Maurin, Donato, Taillet, and Salati, ApJ 555, 585 (2001)

1.4 Contact
For any question, please contact David Maurin (LPSC).
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TWO

INSTALLATION AND TESTS

2.1 Mandatory packages
ROOT/CERN package (requires ≥ 6.00)
The easiest way, if available, is to install directly all relevant ROOT packages (using apt-get, dnf, or brew, etc.); do
not forget the development (-devel) packages and specific ROOT libraries (MathMore, Minuit2). Alternatively,
you may want to compile locally ROOT. To do so, download a version and follows the configuration/compilation
instructions to build ROOT. In addition, in the latter case:
Please define (e.g., in your *~/.bashrc*) the ROOT environment variables
export ROOTSYS= path_to_local_installation
export ROOTLIBS=$ROOTSYS/lib
export PATH=$PATH:$ROOTSYS/bin
export LD_LIBRARY_PATH=$LD_LIBRARY_PATH:$ROOTSYS/lib
export DYLD_LIBRARY_PATH=$DYLD_LIBRARY_PATH:$ROOTSYS/lib
[Mac OS only]
export MANPATH=$MANPATH:$ROOTSYS/man
Note: For Mac OSX, we recommend to install ROOT via homebrew. To define the environment
variable ROOTSYS, you need to source, e.g., in your configuration file ~/.bashrc, thisroot.
sh/thisroot.csh. To know where it is, type, e.g. for ROOT 6, brew info root6.

2.2 USINE download/install
1. Clone from git repository:

> git clone https://gitlab.com/dmaurin/USINE.git

or see the GitLab repository for alternative download forms. Once USINE is cloned, you can always choose
a specific version (e.g. git checkout tags/V3.4), but we recommend that you always use the latest
(which is the one cloned).
2. The compilation relies on cmake (file CmakeLists.txt):

> cd USINE
5
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> mkdir build; cd build; cmake ../ (to have build files in separate directory)
> make -jN [using N=2, 3,. . . cores]

3. Define the USINE environment variables (e.g., in your ~/.bashrc):

export
export
export
export

USINE= absolute_path_to_local_installation
PATH=$PATH:"$USINE/bin"
LD_LIBRARY_PATH=$LD_LIBRARY_PATH:$USINE/lib
DYLD_LIBRARY_PATH=$DYLD_LIBRARY_PATH:$USINE/lib # [Mac OS only]

Note: Do not forget to `> source ~/.bashrc` to ensure that the environment variables are set in your current
xterm (`$echo $USINE` should point to the directory where you installed USINE).
Note: This version was successfully installed and tested on:
• Ubuntu 17.10 (gcc 7.2.0)
• MacOS X High Sierra 10.13.4 (clang-900.0.39.2)
• Fedora 25 (gcc 6.4.1)

2.3 Tests in USINE
Testing is one of the most important step of code development, to ensure that
• the production version (i.e. user compiled version) behaves as expected,
• modifications of the code by developers do not break any functionality.
Is my installation successful?
To ensure that USINE is ready to use, type
> cd $USINE
> ./bin/usine -tUSINE
If all tests pass, then you are good to go (jump to Tutorial: ./bin/usine)! If not, check that some tests are indeed
performed (i.e. there is some chatter when you run the test), and then: (i) if no chatter, it probably has to do with your
installation (missing environment variable, missing ROOT package. . . ); (ii) if you are told that some checks failed, it
may be related to your machine architecture/compiler, so contact the USINE developers (send your .fail test files) who
will evaluate the severity of the problem.
Note: On Mac OS systems, we observe that the last digit differs from the one in the reference file ((in
many test files). This is likely due to the different architecture of systems but you can still consider that
the tests passed!
What tests are performed?
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The realm of testing is large. The tests implemented in USINE are a mixture of unit tests and integration tests. We
also performed static and dynamic code analysis.
Unit tests from usine -tRef command line Unit tests are narrow in scope and allow to check that
pieces of code are doing what they are intended to. To build unit tests, each USINE class and
namespace (see Inside USINE (c++)) contains a TEST() method calling all other methods (strictly
speaking, these are not unit tests). Its output is validated during the code development and saved in
a reference test file ($USINE/usine.test/). New installations and/or code modifications are checked
by comparing the new output against the reference (using `kdiff`). Note that these tests can also
be useful to see how the various methods are called and what they do.
Integration tests from usine -tRef command line The purpose of integration tests is to demonstrate that different pieces of the system work together. The system here is the list of USINE classes
performing Galactic propagation. USINE integration tests cover all run options. Analogous to the
implementation of unit tests, the expected output of propagation runs are stored in reference files
($USINE/usine.test/) and compared against the output of modified code versions. These tests encompass outputs of propagated flux calculation for all USINE models, minimisation runs, etc.
Note: Git repositories usually come with Continuous Integration (CI) tools. We may rely on CI for the code in the
future (the code documentation already does, to ensure recompilation for any edit).
Static and dynamic code analysis The difference between the two analyses is that one does not need to
run the code, while the other does. USINE was analysed with the static analysis tool cppcheck . We
also used valgrind to perform dynamic analyses, in particular to track and fix memory leaks (run
with $ROOTSYS/etc/valgrind-root.supp to track and hide false positive in ROOT!).
Profiling and optimisation So far, we have not used any profiler to check which pieces of code should
deserve extra scrutiny for speed. This will be examined for the second release.

2.4 USINE files and directories
• Files in $USINE/
CmakeLists.txt
FindROOT.cmake
README.md

File used by cmake for compilation
Called by CmakeLists.txt to find path to ROOT installation
README file (for gitlab website)

• Directories in $USINE/

2.4. USINE files and directories
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doc/
usine.MACROS/
usine.tests/
include/TU*.h src/TU*.cc
FunctionParser/
inputs/
• atomic_*
• crcharts_*
• crdata_*
• init.*.par
• qi_*
• src_abund*
• XS_*/

This documentation, see (Re)generate the doc
Example of ROOT macros with USINE
Reference test files, see Tests in USINE
USINE header and source files, see Inside USINE (c++)
Third-party library to handle generic formulae in
USINE
For more details, see USINE input files
• Atomic properties (e.g., FIP, K-ion shell. . . )
• Nuclear charts for propagated CRs
• CR data (energy, flux/ratio, uncertainties. . . )
• Initialisation file (for transport, sources, ISM. . . )
• Generated/used for 2D model (Bessel coeff.)
• Solar System isotopic and elemental) abundances
• Cross sections for (anti-)nuclei and leptons

bin/usine
lib/lib*

. . . and created at compilation time
USINE executable, see Tutorial: ./bin/usine
USINE and function parser libraries

2.5 (Re)generate the doc
General documentation
The documentation you are reading is built with Sphinx (and readthedoc theme). If you wish to
generate it locally, install the relevant python packages, and type
> cd $USINE/doc
> make html
> firefox _build/html/index.html
You can create also a pdf (or ps) document with the commands
> cd $USINE/doc
> make latex
> cd _build/latex
> make all-pdf
> evince _build/latex/usine.pdf
Doxygen documentation
The code documentation can be generated based on the Doxygen package and a configuration file
(Doxyfile) provided. Just type
> cd $USINE
> doxygen doc//DoxyStyle/Doxyfile
> firefox doc/doxygen/doxygen/index.html
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MODELS AND EQUATIONS

We list below the models present in the USINE package, providing their main parameters, equations, and references.
Any propagation model is defined by:
• the model properties in the propagation volume (geometry, ISM. . . );
• the transport coefficients (diffusion 𝐾, convection 𝑉𝑐 . . . );
• the solutions of the transport equation.

3.1 Diffusion equation
Cosmic-ray propagation in the Galaxy can be described by a diffusion equation (see, e.g., Berezinskii et al. 1990;
Schlickeiser 2002; Strong et al. 2002):

𝜕𝑛(⃗𝑟, 𝑝, 𝑡) ⃗
⃗ +𝑉
⃗𝑐 𝑛)
+ ∇ · (−𝐾 ∇𝑛
𝜕𝑡
𝜕 [︁
𝑝 ⃗ ⃗ ]︁
𝜕 2
𝜕 1
+
𝑝𝑛
˙ + (∇
· 𝑉𝑐 )𝑛 −
𝑝 𝐾𝑝𝑝
𝑛
𝜕𝑝
3
𝜕𝑝
𝜕𝑝 𝑝2
= Source(⃗𝑟, 𝑝, 𝑡) − Sink(⃗𝑟, 𝑝, 𝑡),
⃗𝑐 the convection velocity,
with 𝑛(⃗𝑟, 𝑝, 𝑡) the CR density per particle momentum 𝑝, 𝐾 the spatial diffusion coefficient, 𝑉
𝑝˙ ≡ 𝑑𝑝/𝑑𝑡 the momentum losses, and 𝐾𝑝𝑝 the diffusion coefficient in momentum space for reacceleration. This
equation is formally the continuity equation (first line) with the energy current (second line), and source and sink
terms (last line).

3.1.1 Source terms
Primary origin Diffusive shock acceleration (e.g., in supernova remnants) is the favoured
mechanism to accelerate all species, with an injection spectrum ∝ 𝑅−𝛼 with 𝛼 ≈ 2
(𝑅 = 𝑝𝑐/𝑍𝑒 is the rigidity). The CRs accelerated in sources are denoted primaries for
short (e.g., 1 H, 16 O, 30 Si. . . ).
Secondary origin Nuclear interactions of primary CRs on the ISM give rise to secondary
¯ . . ), and secondary nuclei as fragments of heavier
particles (𝑒+ , 𝑒− , 𝛾, 𝜈), anti-nuclei (¯
𝑝, 𝑑.
CR nuclei. These CRs are denoted secondaries for short (e.g., Li to B isotopes).
Tertiary origin Non-annihilating inelastic nuclear interactions are reactions in which the particles survive the interactions, but loose some of their energy (e.g., in resonances). This
reaction actually both provides a net loss of particles at the energy of interaction, and a
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gain at lower energies coming from the redistribution of the particles in energy. These
redistributed CRs are often denoted tertiaries for short, as they involve re-interactions of
secondary CRs.
Radioactive origin Unstable CRs are net sources for their progeny. The CR fraction decaying
is set by the competition between decay times (e.g., 1.387 Myr for 10 Be) and escape
time from the Galaxy (tens of Myrs at a few GeV/n): for instance, 15% of 10 B at 10
GeV/n comes the 𝛽-decay of secondary 10 Be. Another decay type is electronic capture
(EC) decay, in which CR ions must attach first an electron, the effective half-life being a
competition between electron attachment, stripping, and EC-decay.

3.1.2 Sink terms
Destruction Inelastic interactions on the ISM destroy CRs. The interaction time is constant
above GeV/n energies, but gradually becomes a sub-dominant process as the escape time
steadily decreases with energy. Also, heavy nuclei are more prone to destruction than
lighter ones, as cross sections typically scale as 𝐴2/3 .
Redistribution A fraction of anti-nuclei which suffer non-annihilating interactions disappears. This is this very fraction that feeds the tertiary source term described above.
Decay When unstable species decay, they change their nature. The various decay channels are
the ones mirroring those described above in the radioactive source term.

3.2 Generic source terms
𝑖
3.2.1 Primary source 𝑞prim
−1

𝑖
The primary source term, 𝑞prim
, is expressed in unit of [#part (GeV/n)

𝑖
𝑞prim
≡

m−3 Myr−1 ].

𝑑𝑄𝑖prim
𝐴 𝑑𝑄𝑖prim
=
𝑑𝐸𝑘/𝑛
𝑍𝛽 𝑑𝑅

𝑝
Note: The term 𝑞prim
is generically calculated in TUValsTXYZEVirtual::GetSrcSpectrum().

𝑖𝑗
3.2.2 Secondary source 𝑞sec
−1

𝑖𝑗
The secondary source term, 𝑞sec
, is expressed in unit of [ 𝑑𝐸𝑑𝑛
Myr−1 ] = [#part (GeV/n)
𝑘/𝑛

• Differential production

𝑑𝜎 𝑃 𝐹
𝑑𝐸tot

m−3 Myr−1 ].

[mb GeV−1 ]

in
Integrates on all incoming projectile energies 𝐸𝑘/𝑛
, the differential production cross secout
tions of fragment at 𝐸𝑘/𝑛 :
)︂
∫︁ ∞
∑︁ (︂
𝑑𝑄𝑖→𝑗
𝑑𝑛𝑖
𝑑𝜎 𝑖+ISM→𝑗
sec
out
in
in
in
𝑑𝐸𝑘/𝑛
(𝐸𝑘/𝑛 ) ×
𝑛ISM ×𝑣 ×𝐴𝑗 ×
.
out (𝐸𝑘/𝑛 ) =
out
in
𝑑𝐸𝑘/𝑛
𝑑𝐸tot
𝑑𝐸𝑘/𝑛
0
ISM

The extra factor 𝐴𝑗 originates from the conversion from differential kinetic energy per
nucleon to differential total energy, which is the format of production cross sections files
(see Section 5.6).
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• Straight-ahead approximation for production 𝜎 𝑖𝑗 [mb]
For nuclei, it is usually assumed that

𝑑𝜎 𝑖+ISM→𝑗
𝑑𝐸𝑘/𝑛

out
in
= 𝛿(𝐸𝑘/𝑛
− 𝐸𝑘/𝑛
) × 𝜎 𝑖𝑗 , so that

∑︁ (︀
)︀
𝑑𝑄𝑖→𝑗
𝑑𝑛𝑖
sec
(𝐸𝑘/𝑛 ) =
(𝐸𝑘/𝑛 ) ×
𝑛ISM × 𝑣 × 𝜎 𝑖+ISM→𝑗 .
𝑑𝐸𝑘/𝑛
𝑑𝐸𝑘/𝑛
ISM

𝑖𝑗
Note: The term 𝑞sec
is generically calculated in TUXSections::SecondaryProduction().

𝑖
3.2.3 Tertiary source 𝑞ter
𝑖
The tertiary source term (relevant for anti-nuclei only), 𝑞ter
, is expressed in unit of [ 𝑑𝐸𝑑𝑛
Myr−1 ] =
𝑘/𝑛
−1

m−3 Myr−1 ]:
)︂
∫︁ ∞
∑︁ (︂
𝑑𝜎 𝑖+ISM→𝑖
𝑑𝑛𝑖
𝑑𝑄𝑖ter
in
out
in
in
(𝐸
)×
(𝐸
)
=
𝑛
×𝑣
×𝐴
×
𝑑𝐸𝑘/𝑛
ISM
𝑖
𝑘/𝑛
𝑘/𝑛
out
out
in
out
𝑑𝐸𝑘/𝑛
𝑑𝐸
𝑑𝐸
𝐸𝑘/𝑛
𝑘
𝑘/𝑛
ISM
(︁
)︁
𝑖
∑︁
𝑑𝑛
out
out
−
𝑛ISM ×𝑣 out ×𝜎 ina (𝐸𝑘/𝑛
) ,
out (𝐸𝑘/𝑛 )×
𝑑𝐸𝑘/𝑛

[#part (GeV/n)

ISM

with 𝜎 ina the inelastic non-annihilating cross section. The extra factor 𝐴𝑖 originates from the conversion from total to
kinetic energy per nucleon in the differential cross section (see Section 5.6). This equation is solved iteratively (e.g.,
Donato et al. 2001).
𝑖
Note: the term 𝑞ter
is generically calculated in TUXSections::TertiaryProduction().

𝑖𝑗
3.2.4 Radioactive source 𝑞rad
𝑖𝑗
The radioactive progeny from an unstable nucleus gives rise to a radioactive source term 𝑞rad
, expressed in unit of
𝑖
−1
[ 𝑑𝐸𝑑𝑛𝑘/𝑛 Myr−1 ] = [#part (GeV/n) m−3 Myr−1 ].

• 𝛽-decay
𝑖→𝑗
𝑑𝑄rad
𝑑𝑛𝑖
(𝐸𝑘/𝑛 ) =
(𝐸𝑘/𝑛 ) × Γ𝑖𝑗
rad
𝑑𝐸𝑘/𝑛
𝑑𝐸𝑘/𝑛
−1
with the decay rate Γ𝑖𝑗
] related to the unstable nucleus half-life:
rad in [Myr

Γ𝑖𝑗
rad =

ln(2)
.
𝛾 × 𝑡1/2

Note:
The
term
Γ𝑖𝑗
is
rad
TUAxesCrE::GammaRadBETA_perMyr().

generically

calculated

in

• EC-decay [TODO]
3.2. Generic source terms
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3.3 Solving for E-derivatives
In semi-analytical models considered below, spatial derivatives of the diffusion equation are solved analytically, so
𝑑𝑛𝑗
, in unit of
that only energy derivatives remain. The corresponding equation on the differential density 𝑛𝑗 ≡ 𝑑𝐸
𝑘/𝑛
−1

[#part (GeV/n)

m−3 ], for species 𝑗, takes the form, for all models considered in the USINE package,

𝐴𝑗 𝑛𝑗 (𝐸𝑘/𝑛 ) +

𝑑
𝑑𝐸

(︂

𝐵 𝑗 𝑛𝑗 − 𝐶 𝑗

𝑑𝑛𝑗
𝑑𝐸

)︂

= 𝑄𝑗 (𝐸𝑘/𝑛 ).

Fluxes are mostly power laws and kinetic energy per nucleon is approximately conserved in nuclear fragmentation
reactions (straight-ahead approximation). This is the motivation to solve the above second order differential equation
𝐸𝑘
and 𝐸𝑘/𝑛 = 𝐸𝑘 /𝐴, we get
on a logarithmic scale in kinetic energy per nucleon. Using 𝑑𝐸 = 𝑑𝐸𝑘 = 𝑑 ln
𝐸𝑘
𝑑
1
𝑑
=
,
so
that
the
above
equation
is
rewritten
(omitting
the
indices
for
the
sake of readability)
𝑑𝐸tot
𝐸𝑘 𝑑 ln 𝐸𝑘/𝑛

𝑛 + 𝒜˜

𝑑
𝑑 ln 𝐸𝑘/𝑛

(︂
ℬ̃𝑛 − 𝒞˜

𝑑𝑛
𝑑 ln 𝐸𝑘/𝑛

)︂

= 𝒮˜

with

𝒜˜ =

1
,
𝐴 × 𝐸𝑘

ℬ̃ = 𝐵,

𝐶
𝒞˜ =
,
𝐸𝑘

1
and 𝒮˜ = .
𝐴

This equation is solved using a finite difference scheme with boundary conditions. This amounts to a tridiagonal
inversion. A detailed description of the chosen boundary conditions, their associated coefficients in the matrix, and
the impact on the solution, as well as the stability of the numerical scheme, is provided in Sect. 3.1, App. C, and App
D of Derome et al. (2009) respectively.
Note: Below, we provide for each model 𝐴𝑗 , 𝐵 𝑗 , 𝐶 𝑗 , and 𝑄𝑗 . In the code, these coefficients are used
˜ ℬ̃, 𝒞,
˜ 𝒮˜ on the energy grid, and the tridiagonal inversion is performed with the function
to calculate 𝒜,
TUNumMethods::SolveEq_1D2ndOrder_Explicit().

3.4 Leaky-box model
3.4.1 Description
The corresponding class is TUModel0DLeakyBox.
Assumptions
• steady-state
• no spatial dependence,
• homogeneous distribution of gas,
• homogeneous distribution of sources.
References for model and solution
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• Nuclei: Putze et al., A&A 497, 991 (2009),
• Antinuclei: Duperray et al., PRD 71, 083013 (2005),
• Leptons (fails): Jones, PRD 2, 2787 (1970)
• Radioactive nuclei (fails): Prishchep & Ptuskin, ApSS 32, 265 (1975)

3.4.2 Free parameters
• 𝑛𝑖 [cm−3 ]: density of the various elements to calculate the mean mass
∑︀
(𝑛𝑖 𝑚𝑖 )
< 𝑛ISM 𝑚 > [g cm−3 ] = 𝑖∈ISM
,
𝒩Avogadro
• 𝜆esc (𝐸) [g cm−2 ]: escape length, related to the escape rate by
𝜏esc [Myr−1 ] =

𝜆esc
𝑣 < 𝑛ISM 𝑚 >

• 𝒱𝐴 [km s−1 kpc−1 ]: pseudo-Alfvénic speed of scatterers for reacceleration, related to a true speed 𝑉𝑎 in diffusion models, see Ptuskin et al. (1994), by (ℎ and 𝐿 are the thin disc and diffusion halo size)
𝑉𝑎 [km s−1 ] = 𝒱𝑎 × (ℎ𝐿)1/2 .

3.4.3 Equations and solution
The Leaky-box equation can be rewritten as

𝐴𝑗 𝑛𝑗 (𝐸𝑘/𝑛 ) +

𝑑
𝑑𝐸

(︂

𝐵 𝑗 𝑛𝑗 − 𝐶 𝑗

𝑑𝑛𝑗
𝑑𝐸

)︂

= 𝑄𝑗 (𝐸𝑘/𝑛 ),

with (note that quantities are slightly differently defined in Putze et al. 2009)

−1

𝑛𝑗 [#part (GeV/n)
𝐴𝑗 [Myr−1 ] =

1
𝜏𝑒𝑠𝑐

+

m−3 ] ≡

∑︁
ISM

𝑑𝑛𝑗
𝑑𝐸𝑘/𝑛

𝑗+ISM
𝑛𝐼𝑆𝑀 𝑣 𝑗 𝜎𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑙
+

1
𝑗
𝜏𝛽−decay

,

𝑑𝐸
𝒦𝑝𝑝
>𝑖𝑜𝑛,𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑙. +(1 + 𝛽 2 )
,
𝑑𝑡
𝐸
𝐶 𝑗 [GeV2 Myr−1 ] = 𝛽 2 × 𝒦𝑝𝑝 ,
∑︁
∑︁ 𝑖𝑗
−1
𝑗
𝑗
𝑖𝑗
𝑄𝑗 [#part (GeV/n) m−3 Myr−1 ] = 𝑞prim
+
𝑞sec
+ 𝑞tert
+
𝑞rad .

𝐵 𝑗 [GeV Myr−1 ] =<

𝑚𝑖 >𝑚𝑗

𝑖∈𝛽

Implementation in USINE (specific to LB)
The default dependence for the escape length and pseudo-diffusion coefficients is:

𝜆esc [g cm−2 ] ∝ 𝜆0 𝑅−𝛿 ,
4
𝜏esc
𝒦𝑝𝑝 [GeV2 Myr−2 ] = 𝒱𝑎2 𝛽 2 𝐸 2
.
3
𝛿(4 − 𝛿 2 )(4 − 𝛿)
3.4. Leaky-box model
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However, because of implementation constraint in USINE, one must define a diffusion coefficient in space 𝐾00 and in
momentum 𝐾𝑝𝑝 (in USINE parameter file), and we chose to define:

USINE
𝐾00
≡ 𝜆esc [g cm−2 ],
USINE
𝐾𝑝𝑝
≡ 𝒦𝑝𝑝 /𝜏esc ,

Solution
The Leaky-box equation is solved numerically, as explained in Solving for E-derivatives.

3.5 Standard 1D diffusion model
3.5.1 Description
The corresponding class is TUModel1DKisoVc.
Assumptions
• steady-state
• 1D geometry: thin plan (half-height ℎ) + halo (half-height 𝐿 ≫ ℎ)
• homogeneous distribution of gas and sources in thin plan,
• isotropic and spatial-independent diffusion in plan and halo,
• reacceleration in thin plan only,
• constant wind in halo (implies discontinuity in plan).
References for model and solution
• Nuclei: Putze et al., A&A 516, 66 (2010)
• Impact of local underdensity: Donato et al., A&A 381, 539 (2002) and Putze et al., A&A 516,
66 (2010)

3.5.2 Free parameters
• 𝑛𝑖 [cm−3 ]: density of the various elements in thin plan
• 𝐾(𝐸) [kpc2 Myr−1 ]: spatial diffusion coefficient (isotropic and homogeneous)
• 𝐾𝑝𝑝 (𝐸) [GeV2 Myr−1 ]: momentum diffusion coefficient in thin plan
• 𝑉𝐴 [km s−1 ]: Alfvénic speed in thin plan for reacceleration
• 𝑉𝑐 [km s−1 ]: constant velocity in the halo (perpendicular to plan)
• 𝐿 [kpc]: diffusive halo half-height
• 𝑟ℎ [kpc]: size of local underdense region (flux of radioactive nuclei suppressed)

14
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3.5.3 Equations and solution
The model solution for a species 𝑗 is analytical in the halo, and numerical in the thin disc (see its resolution in Solving
for E-derivatives):

sinh(𝑆 𝑗 (𝐿 − 𝑧)/2)
𝑛𝑗 (𝑧) = 𝑛𝑗 (𝑧 = 0) × exp(𝑉𝑐 𝑧/2𝐾)
,
sinh(𝑆 𝑗 𝐿/2)
(︂
)︂
𝑑
𝑑𝑛𝑗
𝐴𝑗 𝑛𝑗 (𝑧 = 0) + 2ℎ ×
𝐵 𝑗 𝑛𝑗 (𝑧 = 0) − 𝐶 𝑗
(𝑧 = 0) = 2ℎ × 𝑄𝑗 (𝑧 = 0),
𝑑𝐸
𝑑𝐸
with (𝑧 is the vertical coordinate so that 𝑧 = 0 in in the thin disc)

−1

𝑛𝑗 (𝑧) [#part (GeV/n)
𝑗

−1

𝐴 [kpc Myr

m−3 ] ≡
2ℎΓ𝑗inel

𝑑𝑛𝑗
(𝑧)
𝑑𝐸𝑘/𝑛
𝑗

(︂

𝑆𝑗 𝐿
2

)︂

] = 𝑉𝑐 +
+ 𝐾𝑆 coth
,
√︃
Γ𝑗rad
𝑉𝑐2
𝑆 𝑗 [Myr−1 ] =
,
+
4
𝐾2
𝐾
𝐾𝑝𝑝
𝑑𝐸
>ion,coul.,adiab. +(1 + 𝛽 2 )
,
𝐵 𝑗 [GeV Myr−1 ] =<
𝑑𝑡
𝐸
𝐶 𝑗 [GeV2 Myr−1 ] = 𝛽 2 × 𝒦𝑝𝑝 ,
∑︁
∑︁ 𝑖𝑗
−1
𝑗
𝑗
𝑖𝑗
𝑄𝑗 (𝑧 = 0) [#part (GeV/n) m−3 Myr−1 ] = 𝑞prim
+
𝑞sec
+ 𝑞tert
+
𝑞rad .
𝑚𝑖 >𝑚𝑗

𝑖∈𝛽

Note: Radioactive nuclei also decay in the halo and contribute to a complicated term not described above
(see Putze et al. 2010).
Default parameters
The default dependence for the spatial and momentum diffusion coefficients are:

𝐾(𝑅) [kpc2 Myr−1 ] = 𝛽𝐾0 𝑅𝛿
1
4
.
𝐾𝑝𝑝 [GeV2 Myr−1 ] = 𝑉𝐴2 𝛽 2 𝐸 2
2
3
𝛿(4 − 𝛿 )(4 − 𝛿)𝐾(𝑅)

3.6 Standard 2D diffusion model
3.6.1 Description
The model is very similar to its 1D counterpart. The corresponding class is TUModel2DKisoVc.
Assumptions
• steady-state
• 2D geometry: thin disc (half-height ℎ) and cylindrical halo (half-height 𝐿 ≫ ℎ) of radius 𝑅,

3.6. Standard 2D diffusion model
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• homogeneous distribution of gas in thin disc,
• radially-dependent distribution of sources in thin disc,
• isotropic and spatial-independent diffusion in disc and halo,
• reacceleration in thin disc only,
• constant wind in halo (implies discontinuity in disc).
References for model and solution
• Standard sources in disc (nuclei and anti-nuclei): Maurin et al., ApJ 555, 585 (2001), Donato
et al., ApJ 563, 172 (2001), and Putze et al., A&A 516, 66 (2010); beware of typos in that last
paper,
• Exotic sources in halo: Barrau et al., A&A 388, 676 (2002),
• Impact of local underdensity: Donato et al., A&A 381, 539 (2002) and Putze et al., A&A 516,
66 (2010).

3.6.2 Free parameters
• 𝑛𝑖 [cm−3 ]: density of the various elements in thin disc
• 𝐾(𝐸) [kpc2 Myr−1 ]: spatial diffusion coefficient (isotropic and homogeneous)
• 𝐾𝑝𝑝 (𝐸) [GeV2 Myr−1 ]: momentum diffusion coefficient in thin disc
• 𝑉𝐴 [km s−1 ]: Alfvénic speed in thin disc for reacceleration
• 𝑉𝑐 [km s−1 ]: constant velocity in the halo (perpendicular to disc)
• 𝐿 [kpc]: diffusive halo half-height
• 𝑟ℎ [kpc]: size of local underdense region (flux of radioactive nuclei suppressed)
• 𝑅 [kpc]: radius of the cylindrical box

3.6.3 Equations and solution
An expansion along the first order Bessel function is performed

𝑛(𝑟, 𝑧) =

∞
∑︁

(︁ 𝑟 )︁
,
𝑛𝑖 (𝑧)𝐽0 𝜁𝑖
𝑅
𝑖=1

with 𝜁𝑖 the 𝑖-th zero of the zero-th order Bessel function 𝐽0 . This automatically ensures the boundary condition
𝑛(𝑟 = 𝑅, 𝑧) = 0. Each Bessel coefficient 𝑛𝑖 (𝑧) follows an equation very similar to that of the 1D version of the
model.
The model solution for Bessel order 𝑖 of a species 𝑗 is analytical in the halo, and numerical in the thin disc (see its
resolution in Solving for E-derivatives)

𝑛𝑗𝑖 (𝑧) = 𝑛𝑗𝑖 (𝑧 = 0) × exp(𝑉𝑐 𝑧/2𝐾)
𝐴𝑗𝑖 𝑛𝑗𝑖 (𝑧 = 0) + 2ℎ ×
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𝑑
𝑑𝐸

sinh(𝑆𝑖𝑗 (𝐿 − 𝑧)/2)
sinh(𝑆𝑖𝑗 𝐿/2)

(︃
𝐵 𝑗 𝑛𝑗𝑖 (𝑧 = 0) − 𝐶 𝑗

,

)︃

𝑑𝑛𝑗𝑖
(𝑧 = 0)
𝑑𝐸

= 2ℎ × 𝑄𝑗𝑖 (𝑧 = 0),
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with (𝑧 is the vertical coordinate so that 𝑧 = 0 in in the thin disc)

𝑛𝑗𝑖 (𝑧) [#part (GeV/n)
𝐴𝑗𝑖

−1

−1

m−3 ] ≡

𝑑𝑛𝑗𝑖
(𝑧)
𝑑𝐸𝑘/𝑛

2ℎΓ𝑗inel

𝐾𝑆𝑖𝑗

(︂

𝑆𝑗 𝐿
2

)︂

coth
] = 𝑉𝑐 +
+
,
√︃
Γ𝑗
𝑉𝑐2
2 + 4 rad ,
+
(2𝜁
/𝑅)
𝑆 𝑗 [Myr−1 ] =
𝑖
𝐾2
𝐾
𝑑𝐸
𝐾𝑝𝑝
𝐵 𝑗 [GeV Myr−1 ] =<
>ion,coul.,adiab. +(1 + 𝛽 2 )
,
𝑑𝑡
𝐸
𝐶 𝑗 [GeV2 Myr−1 ] = 𝛽 2 × 𝒦𝑝𝑝 ,
∑︁ 𝑘𝑗
∑︁ 𝑘𝑗
−1
𝑄𝑗𝑖 (𝑧 = 0) [#part (GeV/n) m−3 Myr−1 ] = 𝑞𝑖,𝑗 prim +
𝑞𝑖, sec + 𝑞𝑖,𝑗 tert +
𝑞𝑖, rad ,
[kpc Myr

𝑚𝑘 >𝑚𝑗

𝑘∈𝛽

where 𝑞𝑖 terms are Bessel-Fourier counterparts (or expansions) of the source term.
Note: Radioactive nuclei also decay in the halo and contribute to a complicated term not described above
(see Putze et al. 2010).
Default parameters
The default dependence for the spatial and momentum diffusion coefficients are:

𝐾(𝑅) [kpc2 Myr−1 ] = 𝛽𝐾0 𝑅𝛿
4
1
.
𝐾𝑝𝑝 [GeV2 Myr−1 ] = 𝑉𝐴2 𝛽 2 𝐸 2
2
3
𝛿(4 − 𝛿 )(4 − 𝛿)𝐾(𝑅)

3.6. Standard 2D diffusion model
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CHAPTER

FOUR

INSIDE USINE (C++)

This section provide an overview of the code structure and organisation. A detailed description of each class content
(members and role in the USINE ecology) is given in the header files (include/TU*.h).

4.1 Classes
Fig. 4.1 is a sketch of all USINE classes, grouped by items to underline the most relevant features of the code:
• CR physics (blue box, top): classes for CR base ingredients, with CR charts, data, and cross-sections set from
input files — see USINE input files.
• USINE utilities (grey box, bottom): the most important class is TUValsTXYZCrE.h, a handler for formula
(or values on a grid) dependent on generic CR, energy, and space-time coordinates — see Tutorial: ./bin/usine.
The dashed arrows indicate the classes involved and where it is used (for transport, ISM description, and source
parameters).
• Models (orange box, right-hand side): dedicated classes for Galactic propagation and Solar modulation models.
• Initialisation parameters (red box, left-hand side): class reading the parameter file (see Initialisation file) to
set and initialise all classes for a run.
• Free parameters (red box, centre): class handling all fit-able parameters. Red arrows connecting red boxes
highlight classes with free parameters (spatial coordinates, XS, ISM, transport, sources, Solar modulation) —
see Fit parameters and minimizer for the syntax.

4.2 Inheritance diagrams
Two important classes in USINE largely rely on inheritance: Fig. 4.2 and Fig. 4.3 below were obtained with Doxygen
(enabling graphviz).
Structure of propagation model classes (class TUModelBase.h)
→ inherit from
• CR list (charts/properties) and energy ‘axis’
• Propagation switches (effects switched on or off)
• CR data
• List of data on which to normalise primary fluxes
• CR source templates (to be used as CR sources)
• Cross-sections (inelastic, production, etc.)
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Fig. 4.1: Organisation chart of USINE classes.

Fig. 4.2: Inheritance diagram for propagation models.
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• List of free parameters for the model
→ have members for
• Transport parameters
• ISM description
• Source description
• All other free parameters (model and ingredients)
Structure of free parameters (class TUInitPars.h) if existing, the free parameters of a class are stored
in a TUFreeParList object. They are themselves collected in a global list of free parameters. This
allows a very simple declaration of the parameters the user wishes to let free in a minimisation (see
Fit parameters and minimizer)

Fig. 4.3: Inheritance diagram for free parameters.

4.3 Enumerators
USINE relies on many enumerators. Most of these enumerators are for developers only, but some of them are relevant
for users as well, as given in Table 4.1. The complete list of enumerators is defined in $USINE/include/TUEnum.h.
Table 4.1: Enumerators to
initialisation file.
Enumerator
Description
gENUM_ETYPE
Energy unit/type
for data and plots
gENUM_ERRTYPE
Handling of data
errors
gENUM_FCNTYPE
Parametrisation
gENUM_PROPAG_MODEL Propagation
models
gENUM_SOLMOD_MODEL Solar modulation
models

4.3. Enumerators

use in the arguments (of ./bin/usine) and/or
Enabled
kEKN, kR, kETOT, kEK for kinetic energy per nucleon [GeV/n],
rigidity [GV], total energy [GeV], and kinetic energy [GeV]
kERRSTAT, kERRSYST, kERRTOT, kERRCOV for statistical,
systematics, total (stat+syst in quadrature), or covariance
kFORMULA, kGRID for a formula or a grid of values
kMODEL0DLEAKYBOX,
kMODEL1DKISOVC,
kMODEL2DKISOVC for Leaky-Box, 1D, or 2D semi-analytical
diffusion model
kSOLMOD0DFF for Force-Field approximation
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4.4 Coding conventions
If ever you want to have a look at the code, or develop some new modules, it may be useful to know that USINE relies
loosely on the coding conventions used in ROOT. In addition, we use the following syntax:
• lower_case_underscore_separated → local variables
• UpperCaseSeparated → method names
• gUPPERCASE → global variables
• kUPPERCASE → enumerators (see list of enumerators above)
To ensure homogeneity in the indentation throughout USINE sources (*.cc files), we use astyle and the ROOT/CERN
style obtained by copying the lines below in ~/.astylerc:

# ROOT code formatting style
--style=stroustrup
--mode=c
--align-pointer=name
--indent=spaces=3
--indent-switches
--indent-cases
--indent-namespaces
--max-instatement-indent=40
--indent-preprocessor
--convert-tabs
--pad-header
--pad-oper
--unpad-paren
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CHAPTER

FIVE

USINE INPUT FILES

USINE input files all are ASCII files located in $USINE/inputs/. Their format is described in their header. More
information on the different types of input files are given below.

5.1 Initialisation file
Any calculation with USINE starts by loading an ASCII USINE-formatted initialisation file. The file usage is flexible
enough so that you should not need to recompile the code or go into it. The price to pay is a complicated syntax for
the parameter values, which are described in Parameter value syntax (init. file). The present section focusses on the
structure and goal of the initialisation file.

5.1.1 What for?
Quantities initialised List of CRs to propagate and their parents (and associated charts); energy ranges
for the various species (nuclei, anti-nuclei, leptons); cross sections and CR data to use; propagation
(ISM, source, transport) and solar modulation models. . .
When/how should I modify these files? If you want to change some inputs files (XS, CR data), model
parameter values (e.g., diffusion coefficient, ISM density. . . ), etc., you only need to edit parameter
values in the file: many examples are provided in Tutorial: ./bin/usine.
What about fit parameters? The parameters to fit, their range, and whether to use them as free or nuisance parameters is also completely handled by the same ASCII file (specific parameters, see below).
See Fit parameters and minimizer.

5.1.2 File (and line) format
Initialisation files consist of USINE-formatted lines:
value

group @ subgroup @ parameter @ M=0,1 @

- group: pre-defined keyword, see Group/subgroup keywords
- subgroup: pre-defined keyword, see Group/subgroup keywords
- parameter: pre-defined keyword, see Parameter value syntax (init. file)
- M=0,1: boolean, with M=1 for true, M=0 for false
- value: editable value of the parameter, see Parameter value syntax (init. file)
Group/Subgroup/Parameter With this syntax, a parameter belongs to a subgroup, which itself belongs
to a group. This allows to easily associate a parameter to a given physics ingredient. The list of
keywords is of course a matter of the developer’s taste, and for the user’s point of view, it is what it
is!
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Multiple-entry parameter (M=0 or 1) Most of the time, parameters are single-valued ones (M=0).
However, for instance for CR data and XS files (but not only), it proves useful to enable multipleentries (e.g., to load several files): in that case, the files are read sequentially, and the last read values
always overrides previously read values (if applies). In practice, the user can add as many lines as
parameter values for this parameter, see examples in Edit E-grid, CR lists. . . .
Value Controlling all the model parameters in a single ASCII file has a price; the syntax of the parameter
value is quite specific and is often parameter-dependent. The flexibility it enables for the description
of transport, sources, etc. is detailed in Parameter value syntax (init. file) along with the appropriate
syntax.
A typical initialisation file is init.TEST.par, partly reproduced below (a line starting with # is a comment):
Base @ CRData
@ fCRData
@ M=1 @ $USINE/inputs/crdata_dummy.dat
Base @ CRData
@ NormList
@ M=0 @ H,He:PAMELA|20.|kEkn;C,N,O,F,Ne,Na,Mg,
˓→Al,Si,P,S,Cl,Ar,K,Ca,Sc,Ti,V,Cr,Mn,Fe,Ni:HEAO|10.6|kEkn
Base @ EnergyGrid @ NBins
@ M=0 @ 33
Base @ EnergyGrid @ NUC_EknRange
@ M=0 @ [5.e-2,5.e3]
Base @ EnergyGrid @ ANTINUC_EknRange @ M=0 @ [5e-2,1.e2]
Base @ EnergyGrid @ LEPTONS_EkRange
@ M=0 @ [5e-2,1.e4]
Base @ ListOfCRs
@ fAtomicProperties @ M=0 @ $USINE/inputs/atomic_properties.dat
Base @ ListOfCRs
@ fChartsForCRs
@ M=0 @ $USINE/inputs/crcharts_Zmax30_ghost97.
˓→dat
Base @ ListOfCRs
@ IsLoadGhosts
@ M=0 @ false
###Base @ ListOfCRs
@ ListOfCRs
@ M=0 @ [1H,58Fe]
Base @ ListOfCRs
@ ListOfCRs
@ M=0 @ [2H-BAR,30Si]
Base @ ListOfCRs
@ ListOfParents
@ M=0 @ 2H-bar:1H-bar,1H,4He;1H-bar:1H,4He
Base @ ListOfCRs
@ PureSecondaries
@ M=0 @ Li,Be,B
Base @ ListOfCRs
@ SSRelativeAbund
@ M=0 @ $USINE/inputs/solarsystem_
˓→abundances2003.dat
Base @ MediumCompo @ Targets
@ M=0 @ H,He
Base @ XSections
@ Tertiaries
@ M=0 @ 1H-bar,2H-bar
Base @ XSections
@ fProd
@ M=1 @ $USINE/inputs/XS_NUCLEI/
˓→sigProdGALPROP17_OPT12.dat
Base @ XSections
@ fProd
@ M=1 @ $USINE/inputs/XS_ANTINUC/dSdEProd_
˓→pbar_1H4He+HHe_Donato01.dat
Base @ XSections
@ fProd
@ M=1 @ $USINE/inputs/XS_ANTINUC/dSdEProd_
˓→dbar_1H4He+HHe_Duperray05_Coal79MeV.dat

5.2 Atomic properties
The ASCII file $USINE/inputs/atomic_properties.dat gathers atomic properties for elements Z=1-109 (encompassing
all CR elements). GCR propagation may depend on these properties for:
• acceleration bias: starting from Solar System abundances, a bias in source abundances could be
related to a First Ionization Potential (FIP) bias or more likely to a volatility bias;
• Electronic-Capture (EC) decay during propagation: decay via EC (for EC-unstable CRs) depends on the electron attachment and stripping cross sections, which depend on K-sell ionisation
energies.
Note: If you ever need to add another atomic property, add a new column in the file and modify
TUAtomProperties.h and TUAtomProperties.cc accordingly to read the new format and handle the new variables.
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The file is formatted as shown below:
##########################################################################
# N.B.: line starting with # is a comment
#
# Content:
# -------# Atomic properties
#
# File format:
# -----------# Col.1 - Charge Z (from Z=1 to 109)
# Col.2 - Element name
# Col.3 - Weighted isotopic abundances [amu] from Particle Data Group (PDG)
# Col.4 - First Ionisation Potential [eV]
from EPJ C3, 74 (1998)
# Col.5 - Volatility temperature [K]
from Lodders, ApJ 591, 1220 (2003)
# Col.6 - Half-fraction volatility [K]
from Lodders, ApJ 591, 1220 (2003)
# Col.7 - K-shell ionisation energy [keV]
from Storm and Israel, Nuc. Data Tab.
˓→A7, 565-681 (1970)
# Col.8 - Mean Ionisation potential [eV]
from Phys.Lett.B 667 (2008) - http://
˓→physics.nist.gov/PhysRefData/XrayMassCoef/tab1.html
#
# N.B.: if you add a column, don't forget to modify TUAtomProperties.h and .cc
# Z
name weight_m[amu]
FIP(eV)
Tc
50%Tc
K(keV)
I(eV)
##############################################################
1
2
3

H
He
Li

1.00794
4.002602
6.941

13.5984
24.5874
5.3917

182.
3.
0.

0.
0.
1142.

0.014
0.025
0.055

19.2
41.8
40.0

5.3 Cosmic ray charts
CR charts files are ASCII files in $USINE/inputs/ whose prefix is crcharts_*.
CR charts are not directly nuclear charts For CR propagation, we only need to consider stable nuclei
and unstable whose half-life is of the order of – or not too small compared to – the propagation time
(typically tens of Myr at GeV/n energies). The CR charts below are based on these nuclei. There
is a subtlety for EC-unstable (Electronic Capture) nuclei as their decay time may be tiny while their
effective half-life, driven by electron attachment time (CRs are fully ionized above GeV/n energies),
may be of the order of the propagation time. This becomes particularly messy for very heavy nuclei!
Lists of ghost nuclei and what they are good for Very short-lived isotopes whose decay chain leads to
nucleus X are coined ghost nuclei (for short, ghosts below). There are not wanted in the list of CRs
to propagate, but they are required to calculate the cumulative cross-section into X (because ghosts
will be produced in the ISM and will decay, so they must be accounted for in addition to the direct
production of X). A nice reference to better understand the reconstruction of the ghosts is Letaw et
al. (ApJS 56, 369, 1984) and, if you read French, Maurin’s PhD thesis (2001). Production cross
section files for nuclei come in two flavours (Cross section files), those in which ghost reactions are
explicitly provided, and those in which only effective cross section are provided—the list of ghosts
is mandatory when USINE is run with the former files.
Content and use of CR charts In USINE, files for CR charts contain lists of CRs, their charts (A, Z, m,
half-life, r_rms), a keyword for the CR type (STABLE, BETA, EC, BETA-FED, EC-FED, MIXFED), and lists of ghost nuclei. CR charts files are read by the class TUCREntry and TUCRList
to set-up the list of CRs to propagate and their properties in USINE (see Tutorial: ./bin/usine).
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Note: Several files of CR charts (valid for Z<=30) are provided (they only differ from their list of
ghosts, see in the headers). The only reasons you might want to modify these files would be:
• charts have been updated (e.g., the decay time for some nucleus is better measured)
• CRs are missing from the list (a list for Z>30 will be provided in the next release)
• update the list of ghosts (e.g., new metastable isomers that could contribute to the cumulative
are discovered, or decay channels for heavy nuclei are better characterised). Depending on how
you want to use it, recall that you need to provide the reaction and/or cumulative cross-sections
for the new list of ghosts.
Shown below is an excerpt of the file crcharts_Zmax30_ghost97.dat. CRs need to be sorted by growing mass, starting
with anti-nuclei (sorted by decreasing mass):
##########################################################################
# N.B.: line starting with # is a comment
#
# Content:
# -------# Charts for CR species (stable or decay of the order of propagation time)
# Z range = [-2, 30] => NCRs = 103
#
# List of ghosts:
# -------------# Maurin, PhD thesis (2001)
#
CRs in cumulative and branching ratios calculated from
#
Audi et al., Nucl. Phys. A624, 1 (1997),
# "The NUBASE evaluation of nuclear and decay properties"
#
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S037594749700482X
#
# Format: CRs must be sorted by growing charge and mass
# ------#
Col1: m [amu]
#
Col2: charge Z
#
Col3: Atomic number A
#
Col4: Name
#
Col5: Type: STABLE, BETA, EC, BETA-FED, EC-FED, MIX, MIX-FED
#
Col6: Mean radius of nucleus [fm]
#
Col7: Separator "||"
#
Col8: BETA-decay half-life of CR (set to zero if stable)
#
Col9: BETA-decay error on half-life
#
Col10: BETA-decay unit (s, d, yr, kyr, or Myr)
#
Col11: BETA-decay (parent or daughter) name for this CR: "---" if none
#
Col12: Separator "|"
#
Col13: EC-decay half-life of CR (set to zero if stable)
#
Col14: EC-decay error on half-life
#
Col15: EC-decay unit (s, d, yr, kyr, or Myr)
#
Col16: EC-decay (parent or daughter) name for this CR: "---" if none
#
Col17: Separator "||"
#
Col18: Number N of ghosts for cumulative (to get effective cross-section)
#
Col{19+3i,20+3i,21+3i,21+3i}_{i=1...N}: quadruplet {"|", Z, A, branching ratio}
˓→for the N nuclei (A,Z)_{i} contributing to the cumulative of the CR
#
#
m(amu)
Z
A
Name
type
r_rms
BETA err
Unit
Name
EC
˓→ err
Unit
Name
nGhosts
Z1
A1
Br1
...
##########################################################################
(continues on next page)
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2.0135533
-1
2 2H-bar
0.
XXX
--- ||
0
1.0069845
-1
1 1H-bar
˓→ 0.
XXX
--- ||
0
1.0069845
1
1
1H
˓→ 0.
XXX
--- ||
1
# 1.0069845
1
1
1H
˓→
0.
XXX
--- ||
0
2.0135533
1
2
2H
˓→ 0.
XXX
--- ||
0
3.01602931
2
3
3He
˓→ 0.
XXX
--- ||
1
4.00260325
2
4
4He
˓→ 0.
XXX
--- ||
10
˓→00e+02 |
3
9 5.08e+01 |
˓→|
5 12 1.60e+00 |
7 12
6.0151223
3
6
6Li
˓→ 0.
XXX
--- ||
2
7.016004
3
7
7Li
˓→ 0.
XXX
7Be ||
3
˓→90e+00
˓→

STABLE

2.095

||

0.

0.

XXX

---

|

0.

STABLE

0.840

||

0.

0.

XXX

---

|

0.

STABLE 0.840 || 0.
0
1 1.00e+02
STABLE 0.840 || 0.

0.

XXX

---

|

0.

STABLE

0.

|
|
|

0.

XXX

---

|

0.

|
2.095

||

0.

XXX

---

|

0.

|

0.

|
STABLE 1.976 || 0.
0.
XXX
--1
3 1.00e+02
STABLE 1.676 || 0.
0.
XXX
--|
2
8 8.40e+01 |
3
8 1.00e+02 |
5
6
9 1.00e+02 |
3 11 1.90e+00 |
4 12
3.50e+00 |
4 14 8.00e-02
STABLE 2.540 || 0.
0.
XXX
--|
2
6 1.00e+02 |
3 11 1.00e+00
EC-FED 2.390 || 0.
0.
XXX
--|
2
8 1.60e+01 |
3 11 2.34e-01 |
4
|

|
0.
8 1.
1.59e+00
|

0.

|
0.
11 2.

5.4 Cosmic ray data
CR data files are ASCII files in $USINE/inputs/ whose prefix is crdata_*.
Data files from CRDB or create our own file A quite complete body of CR data can be retrieved
from CRDB: from the Welcome tab, click on Export database content in USINE and
save the file as crdata_crdbYYYYMMDD.dat. This is how were retrieved USINE CR data
files—update these files whenever new CR data are available! To learn more from CRDB and its
usage, see Maurin et al. (A&A 569, A32, 2014). Alternatively, one can create his own data file and
add it to the pile of files to load in USINE, see Edit E-grid, CR lists. . . and the format below.
Which data and what are they good for Files of CR data contain lists of data points (energy, flux or
ratio measurement, uncertainties) and informations related to the experiments they originate from
(name, data taking period, position in Solar system, modulation level. . . ). In USINE, CR data to
display or to fit are based on a subset (user selection) from the CR data files (see Run parameters
and Fit parameters and minimizer), as handled by the classes TUDataEntry and TUDataSet.
Note: Use the command line `>./bin/usine -id` to display data files.
Shown below is an excerpt of the file crdata_crdb20170523.dat:
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#

Data export from the Cosmic-Ray database (http://lpsc.in2p3.fr/crdb)
Please cite Maurin, Melot, Taillet, A&A 569, A32 (2014) [arXiv:1302.5525]
Date: 2017/05/23
Format: USINE code
Col.1 - QUANTITY NAME (case insensitive)
Col.2 - SUB-EXP NAME (case insensitive, no space)
Col.3 - EAXIS TYPE: EKN, EK, R, or ETOT
Col.4 - <E>: mean value bin [GeV /n, GeV, GV, or GeV]
(continues on next page)
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#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
B

Col.5
Col.6
Col.7
Col.8
Col.9
Col.10
Col.11
Col.12
Col.13
Col.14
Col.15
Col.16

-

EBIN_LOW
EBIN_HIGH
QUANTITY VALUE: [#/sr/s/m2/EAxis] if flux , no unit if ratio
ERR_STATERR_STAT+
ERR_SYSTERR_SYST+
ADS URL FOR PAPER REF (no space)
phi [MV]
DISTANCE EXP IN SOLAR SYSTEM [AU]
DATIMES: format = yyyy/mm/dd-hhmmss:yyyy/mm/dd-hhmmss;...
IS UPPER LIMIT: format = 0 or 1

EKN
6.000000e-2
˓→000000e-2
4.000000e-2
˓→
4.250000e+2
1
B
˓→EKN
7.200000e-2
˓→000000e-2
4.000000e-2
˓→
4.250000e+2
1
B
˓→EKN
8.500000e-2
˓→400000e-2
4.400000e-2
˓→
4.250000e+2
1
˓→

ACE-CRIS(1997/08-1998/04)
6.000000e-2
6.000000e-2
1.094000e+0
4.
0.000000e+0
0.000000e+0
2013ApJ...770..117L
1997/08/01-000000:1998/04/19-000000 0
ACE-CRIS(1997/08-1998/04)
7.200000e-2
7.200000e-2
1.236000e+0
4.
0.000000e+0
0.000000e+0
2013ApJ...770..117L
1997/08/01-000000:1998/04/19-000000 0
ACE-CRIS(1997/08-1998/04)
8.500000e-2
8.500000e-2
1.381000e+0
4.
0.000000e+0
0.000000e+0
2013ApJ...770..117L
1997/08/01-000000:1998/04/19-000000 0

5.5 CR data with covariance
With USINE, it is possible to use a covariance matrix of errors on selected CR data.

5.5.1 Context
Error types in publications For past measurements, at best, the overall uncertainties (statistical and systematics combined) were provided. In more recent data, at least statistical and systematic uncertainties are provided separately (format of data gathered in CRDB). Recent experiments (e.g., AMS02)
go further and provide also systematics broken down to various contributions (see, e.g., Table 5.1).
Table 5.1: Example of systematics from AMS-02 BC data (PRL
2016)
Name
Keyword Origin
2 GV
5 GV
Statistical
STAT
Number of events
0.6%
0.3%
Background BACK
Contamination from C→B
0.4%
0.3%
Acceptance
ACC
Survival prob., data/MC corr. 4.3%
2.7%
Unfolding
UNF
Finite 1/R detector res.
0.5%
0.3%
Scale
SCALE
Absolute rigidity scale
0.07% 0.03%

111,
50GV
1.2%
0.5%
1.3%
0.5%
0.1%

1 TV
25.%
1.0%
1.4%
5.1%
2.4%

What about the covariance However, this may not be sufficient for the model analysis of high-precision
data. The next step is the information encoded in the covariance matrix, which gives the error
correlations between different energies for all types of errors in the instrument.
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5.5.2 Covariance definition and 𝜒2
Given data at 𝑛𝐸 energies, the covariance matrix is a symmetric 𝑛𝐸 × 𝑛𝐸 matrix containing the covariance of all pairs
of data point (see more, e.g., in wikipedia). For 𝑛𝛼 different types of systematic uncertainties, we have
𝛼
𝛼
𝛼
Cov𝛼
𝑖𝑗 = 𝜌𝑖𝑗 × 𝜎𝑖 × 𝜎𝑗 ,

so that
𝜒2cov =

∑︀

𝑖,𝑗∈=0...𝑛𝐸 (data𝑖

∑︀
−1
− model𝑖 ) ( 𝛼 Cov𝛼 )𝑖𝑗 (data𝑗 − model𝑗 ),

with
• 𝛼 ∈ {STAT, BACK . . . } for data in Table 5.1, with 𝑖 and 𝑗 ∈ {𝑅1 , 𝑅2 , . . . 𝑅𝑛 }
• 𝜎𝑖𝛼 the relative uncertainty (for error type 𝛼 at rigidity 𝑅𝑖 )
• 𝜌𝑖𝑗 the correlation coefficient (e.g., 0=no correl., 1=full correl.)
STAT
𝛼
=0
Note: Cov𝛼
𝑖𝑗 coefficients are symmetric (Gaussian errors), with 𝜌𝑖𝑖 = 1 (by construction), and 𝜌𝑖̸=𝑗
(by definition).

5.5.3 Covariance matrix from relative errors
𝛼
Actually, USINE relies on the covariance matrix of relative errors 𝒞rel
, and as discussed in Derome et al. (2009), this
matrix be related to the covariance 𝒞𝛼 required for the above equation in two different ways:
𝛼
𝛼
(𝒞model
)𝑖𝑗 = (𝒞rel
)𝑖𝑗 × 𝑦𝑖model × 𝑦𝑗model

or

𝛼
𝛼
(𝒞data
)𝑖𝑗 = (𝒞rel
)𝑖𝑗 × 𝑦𝑖data × 𝑦𝑗data

The initialisation keyword IsModelOrDataForRelCov allows to select one of the two options (see initialisation parameter in UsineFit@TOAData). In particular, for the case of a global normalisation factor in the data (or
equivalently, an infinite correlation length for the systematics), 𝒞model should be preferred over 𝒞data not to bias the
reconstructed model parameters.

5.5.4 Relative covariance file format
In USINE, a file for the covariance matrix (of data relative errors) is uniquely associated to a measured quantity from an
experiment for its data taking period. The user must provide a covariance matrix for each measured quantity selected
as such in the minimisation procedure (see the initialisation parameter UsineFit@TOAData).
Shown below is an excerpt of the file inputs/CRDATA_COVARIANCE/cov_AMS02_201105201605__BC_R.dat, a
toy-model for the covariance of AMS02 B/C(R) data for the data taking period 2011/05-2016/05 (courtesy of L.
Derome).
##########################################################################
# N.B.: line starting with # is omitted
#
# Content:
# -------# Covariance matrices associated to Exp_Qty_Etype given in file name.
#
cov_ij^alpha = rho_ij^alpha * sigma_i^alpha * sigma_j^alpha
# with
#
alpha:
Types of errors for which we have a covariance
#
i,j:
Energy points (as many as data points nE)
#
sigma_i^alpha: Relative uncertainty at E_i for error alpha
#
rho_ij^alpha: Correlation coeff. (e.g., 0/1 = not/fully correlated)
(continues on next page)
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#
# Note that:
#
- covariance matrices are symmetric by construction (Gaussian errors)
#
- rho_ii=1 by construction => sigma_i can be recovered from diagonal
#
#
# File format:
# -----------#
ErrorType: name_alpha1
#
cov_11_alpha1
cov_12_alpha1
...
cov_1nE_alpha1
#
cov_21_alpha1
cov_22_alpha1
...
cov_2nE_alpha1
#
...
...
...
...
#
cov_nE1_alpha1
cov_nE12_alpha1
...
cov_nEnE_alpha1
#
###
#
.
#
.
#
.
#
ErrorType: name_alphaN
#
cov_11_alphaN
cov_12_alphaN
...
cov_1nE_alphaN
#
cov_21_alphaN
cov_22_alphaN
...
cov_2nE_alphaN
#
...
...
...
...
#
cov_nE1_alphaN
cov_nE1_alphaN
...
cov_nEnE_alphaN
##########################################################################
####
ErrorType: stat
+3.6144433155e-05 +0.0000000000e+00 +0.0000000000e+00 +0.0000000000e+00 +0.
˓→0000000000e+00 +0.0000000000e+00 +0.0000000000e+00 +0.0000000000e+00 +0.
˓→0000000000e+00 +0.0000000000e+00 +0.0000000000e+00 +0.0000000000e+00 +0.
˓→0000000000e+00 +0.0000000000e+00 +0.0000000000e+00 +0.0000000000e+00 +0.
˓→0000000000e+00 +0.0000000000e+00 +0.0000000000e+00 +0.0000000000e+00 +0.
˓→0000000000e+00 +0.0000000000e+00 +0.0000000000e+00 +0.0000000000e+00 +0.
˓→0000000000e+00 +0.0000000000e+00 +0.0000000000e+00 +0.0000000000e+00 +0.
˓→0000000000e+00 +0.0000000000e+00 +0.0000000000e+00 +0.0000000000e+00 +0.
˓→0000000000e+00 +0.0000000000e+00 +0.0000000000e+00 +0.0000000000e+00 +0.
˓→0000000000e+00 +0.0000000000e+00 +0.0000000000e+00 +0.0000000000e+00 +0.
˓→0000000000e+00 +0.0000000000e+00 +0.0000000000e+00 +0.0000000000e+00 +0.
˓→0000000000e+00 +0.0000000000e+00 +0.0000000000e+00 +0.0000000000e+00 +0.
˓→0000000000e+00 +0.0000000000e+00 +0.0000000000e+00 +0.0000000000e+00 +0.
˓→0000000000e+00 +0.0000000000e+00 +0.0000000000e+00 +0.0000000000e+00 +0.
˓→0000000000e+00 +0.0000000000e+00 +0.0000000000e+00 +0.0000000000e+00 +0.
˓→0000000000e+00 +0.0000000000e+00 +0.0000000000e+00 +0.0000000000e+00 +0.
˓→0000000000e+00 +0.0000000000e+00 +0.0000000000e+00
+0.0000000000e+00 +3.0111682041e-05 +0.0000000000e+00 +0.0000000000e+00 +0.
˓→0000000000e+00 +0.0000000000e+00 +0.0000000000e+00 +0.0000000000e+00 +0.
˓→0000000000e+00 +0.0000000000e+00 +0.0000000000e+00 +0.0000000000e+00 +0.
˓→0000000000e+00 +0.0000000000e+00 +0.0000000000e+00 +0.0000000000e+00 +0.
˓→0000000000e+00 +0.0000000000e+00 +0.0000000000e+00 +0.0000000000e+00 +0.
˓→0000000000e+00 +0.0000000000e+00 +0.0000000000e+00 +0.0000000000e+00 +0.
˓→0000000000e+00 +0.0000000000e+00 +0.0000000000e+00 +0.0000000000e+00 +0.
˓→0000000000e+00 +0.0000000000e+00 +0.0000000000e+00 +0.0000000000e+00 +0.
˓→0000000000e+00 +0.0000000000e+00 +0.0000000000e+00 +0.0000000000e+00 +0.
˓→0000000000e+00 +0.0000000000e+00 +0.0000000000e+00 +0.0000000000e+00 +0.
˓→0000000000e+00 +0.0000000000e+00 +0.0000000000e+00 +0.0000000000e+00 +0.
˓→0000000000e+00 +0.0000000000e+00 +0.0000000000e+00 +0.0000000000e+00 +0.
˓→0000000000e+00 +0.0000000000e+00 +0.0000000000e+00 +0.0000000000e+00 +0.
˓→0000000000e+00 +0.0000000000e+00 +0.0000000000e+00 +0.0000000000e+00 +0.
˓→0000000000e+00 +0.0000000000e+00 +0.0000000000e+00 +0.0000000000e+00 +0.
(continues on next page)
˓→0000000000e+00 +0.0000000000e+00 +0.0000000000e+00 +0.0000000000e+00 +0.
˓→0000000000e+00 +0.0000000000e+00 +0.0000000000e+00
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5.6 Cross section files
Cross section files are ASCII files on an energy grid, read and log-log interpolated on the CR grid axes (see
Base@EnergyGrid) with TUXSections. The format and files available are described in Nuclei (XS_NUCLEI/) and
Anti-nuclei (XS_ANTINUC/) below. You can generate your own XS files, for any kind of XS, any list of CRs, and any
list of targets, provided it follows the USINE format (and then you can run them without any change in the code).
Note: Extrapolation: a log-log extrapolation is used at low energy for all XS, whereas constant XS is
used for extrapolations at high energies.

5.6.1 Terminology
Before describing the cross section (XS) files, let us start with a bit of terminology, as different communities may have
slightly different definitions and/or usages.
Elastic vs inelastic Elastic scattering corresponds to processes in which A+B → A+B, i.e. same particles
in and out (energy is conserved in the centre-of-mass frame). Inelastic scattering are all the other
reactions in which A is not conserved: however, depending on their usage, these XS may or may
not include quasi-elastic scattering (denoted inelastic non-annihilating for anti-nuclei), i.e. A+B →
A+B+X, in which nuclear excitations and/or resonances occur without particle production, part of
the energy being dissipated. Inclusive production XS (A+B → C+X) are a specific case of inelastic
XS: note that the production of fragments may originate from distinct nuclear processes (break-up,
spallation, fragmentation), but CR physicists rarely make the distinction - most probably do not
know a difference exists! - and use indifferently the word fragmentation or spallation. The inelastic
XS is also sometimes denoted reaction XS.
Total vs differential XS A total XS means, for a given process, a measurement over 4𝜋 steradians accounting for all possible outgoing energies (for a given incoming energy). Differential XS can be
simply or doubly differential (solid angle and outgoing energy). With this definition, one can talk
about total elastic (resp. total inelastic) obtained from the integration of differential elastic (resp.
inelastic) XS. A possible confusion arises because the sum of the total elastic (𝜎el ) and total inelastic (𝜎inel ) XS is denoted total XS (𝜎tot ); the correct terminology should probably be total total XS
obtained from the integration of the differential total XS!
Warning: Elastic scattering is usually disregarded: given the CR kinematics (CR on ISM target at rest), the XS
peaks in the forward direction and the CR energy loss is negligible. Actually, for nuclei, the 𝐸 −2.8 spectrum also
implies a minimal leakage to lower energies.

5.6.2 Nuclei (XS_NUCLEI/)
Inelastic XS files
The files all listed in Table 5.2 and the file format is illustrated below. The energies on which the XS are
provided are based on a logarithmic grid, with range and number of points as indicated in the file, with
(︁
)︁1/(𝑛𝐸k/n −1)
𝑖
min
max
min
𝐸k/n
= 𝐸k/n
× ∆𝑖 with ∆ = 𝐸k/n
/𝐸k/n
.
5.6. Cross section files
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Ref.
[Let83]
[Bar94]
[Wel97]
[Tri99]
[Web03]
[Cos12]

Table 5.2: Total inelastic XS files (for nuclei) available in USINE.
CRs
Targets
File name → comment
Z=[1-30] H, He
sigInelLetaw83.dat → empirical fit on data
Z=[1-30] H, He
sigInelBarashenkov94.dat → CRN6 code1
Z=[1-30] H, He
sigInelWellish97.dat → improved [Let83] + fit more data1
Z=[1-30] H, He
sigInelTripathi99.dat → universal parametrisation (NASA)2
Z=[4-30] H, He
sigInelWebber03.dat → modified [Let83], no 14 C3
Z=[1-30] H, He
sigInelTripathi99+Coste12.dat → [Tri99] + fit on Z=1-2 data

In these files are listed any number of CRs followed by their cross section values on any number of targets
(one column per target). Below, in sigInelTripathi99+Coste12.dat, we have two targets (two columns) and
the CR shown is 70 Zn.
#########################################################################
# N.B.: line starting with # is a comment
#
# REF: (Z=1-30) - Tripathi99 + Z<=2 [Coste et al., A&A 539, A88 (2012)]
#
# FORMAT: XS values for nEkn energies (1 col. per target) for CR names
# - Allowed Unit for 'sigma': 'mb' or 'cm2'
# - XS on grid: Ekn(i)=EknMIN*D^i with D=EknMAX/EknMIN^{1/(nEkn-1)})
##########################################################################
# Type
sigma

Unit
mb

# EknMIN[GeV/n]
5.000000e-02

Targets
H,He
EknMAX[GeV/n]
6.294626

70Zn
1.003848e+03
9.796484e+02
9.542014e+02
9.283151e+02
9.027456e+02
8.781715e+02

nEkn
43

(PROJECTILE GRID)

1.516406e+03
1.474859e+03
1.433482e+03
1.393233e+03
1.355033e+03
1.319744e+03

Production XS files
The files are listed in Table 5.3 and the file format is illustrated below. In this version, only XS in the
straight-ahead approximation are provided, i.e. with the approximation that the kinetic energy per nucleon
is conserved for all fragments of the reaction,
𝑑𝜎 𝑘𝑗 (𝑇, 𝑇 ′ ) = 𝛿(𝑇 − 𝑇 ′ ).
This simplifies the format as a single energy grid is required for both the projectile and fragments, and the
logarithmic scale is as described for the inelastic XS above.
1
2
3
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Ref.
[Mau01]
[Mau01]
[Mau01]
[Mau10]
[Mau10]
[Cos12]
[Gén19]
[Gén19]

Table 5.3: Production XS files (for nuclei) available in USINE: cumulated XS (ghost contribution included, see Section 5.3) or XS with ghosts
calculated separately in directory GHOST_SEPARATELY. For more details about these XS, see [Gén19].
CRs
Targets
File name → comment
Z=[1-30] H, He
sigProdWKS90.dat → [Web90], ghosts from [Mau01]
Z=[1-30] H, He
sigProdWKS90charts84.dat → [Web90], ghosts from [Let84]
Z=[1-30] H, He
sigProdWKS98.dat → [Web98], ghosts from [Mau01]
Z=[4-30] H, He
sigProdSoutoul01.dat → priv.com. Soutoul (no 14 C)
Z=[4-30] H, He
sigProdWebber03.dat → priv.com. from [Web03] (no 14 C)
Z=[1-30] H, He
sigProdWebber03+Coste12.dat → [Web03] + fit quartet
Z=[1-30] H, He
sigSpalGALPROP17_OPT12.dat → see [Gén19]1
Z=[1-30] H, He
sigSpalGALPROP17_OPT22.dat → see [Gén19]1

In the production XS files are listed any number of reactions followed by their cross section values on any
number of targets (one column per target). Below, in sigProdWebber03+Coste12.dat, we have two targets
(two columns) and the reaction shown is 70 Zn →68 Zn.
#########################################################################
# N.B.: line starting with # is a comment
#
# REF: (Z=1-30) - Coste et al., A&A 539, A88 (2012) [+Webber03 for Z>2]
#
# FORMAT: XS values for nEkn energies (1 col. per target) for CR names
# - Allowed Unit for 'sigma': 'mb' or 'cm2'
# - XS on grid: Ekn(i)=EknMIN*D^i with D=EknMAX/EknMIN^{1/(nEkn-1)})
# N.B.: straight-ahead approximation (Ekn conserved)!
##########################################################################
# Type
sigma

Unit
mb

Targets
H,He

# EknMIN[GeV/n]
1.000000e-02
70Zn -> 68Zn
0.000000e+00
0.000000e+00
0.000000e+00
0.000000e+00
0.000000e+00
0.000000e+00
0.000000e+00
0.000000e+00
0.000000e+00
0.000000e+00
0.000000e+00
0.000000e+00

EknMAX[GeV/n]
1.000000e+01

nEkn
41

(PROJECTILE GRID)

0.000000e+00
0.000000e+00
0.000000e+00
0.000000e+00
0.000000e+00
0.000000e+00
0.000000e+00
0.000000e+00
0.000000e+00
0.000000e+00
0.000000e+00
0.000000e+00

5.6.3 Anti-nuclei (XS_ANTINUC/)
Contrarily to the case of nuclei, we have only one anti-nucleus per XS file. The file format is illustrated below for the
various XS.
Inelastic (ANN and NONANN) XS files
5.6. Cross section files
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Annihilating (ANN) XS correspond to the situation in which the anti-nucleus is destructed, whereas in
non-annihilating (NONANN) XS it survives but looses energy (see also below). The corresponding files
for these total cross-sections are listed in Table 5.4.

Ref.
[Don01]
[Don01]
[Dup05]
[Dup05]
[Don08]

Table 5.4:
Inelastic annihilating (ANN) and non-annihilating
(NONANN) XS files for anti-nuclei.
File name (xs_projectiles+targets_info.dat) → comment
sigInelANN_pbar+HHe_Donato01.dat → based on [Tan83]
sigInelNONANN_pbar+HHe_Donato01.dat → based on [Tan83]
sigInelANN_dbar+HHe_Duperray05.dat → based on Glauber
sigInelNONANN_dbar+HHe_Duperray05.dat → based on Glauber
sigInelANN_dbar+HHe_Donato08_Composite → See Appendix in [Don08]

Their format is the same as for nuclei above (XS on log-scale Ekn axis), as illustrated with sigInelANN_pbar+HHe_Donato01.dat:
#########################################################################
# N.B.: line starting with # is a comment
#
# REF: Donato et al., ApJ 563, 172 (2001)
#
# FORMAT: XS values for nEkn energies (1 col. per target) for CR names
# - Allowed Unit for 'sigma': 'mb' or 'cm2'
# - XS on grid: Ekn(i)=EknMIN*D^i with D=EknMAX/EknMIN^{1/(nEkn-1)})
##########################################################################
# Type
sigma

Unit
mb

Targets
H,He

# EknMIN[GeV/n]
1.000000e-01
1H-bar
1.009600e+02
9.895710e+01
9.700933e+01
9.511472e+01
9.327140e+01
9.147756e+01
8.973145e+01

EknMAX[GeV/n]
1.000000e+03

nEk
201

(PROJECTILE GRID)

2.544032e+02
2.493563e+02
2.444482e+02
2.396741e+02
2.350292e+02
2.305090e+02
2.261091e+02

Tertiary (redistribution) XS files
In tertiary reactions, the anti-nucleus energy is redistributed (tertiary source term), denoted NAR for nonannihilating rescattering) XS, and the corresponding files are listed in Table 5.5. They are used to calculate
the equilibrium spectrum according to:
∫︀ ∞ 𝑑𝑁 𝑃
𝑃 +ISM→𝑃
𝑑𝑄𝑃
𝑑𝑁 𝑃
in
in
out
out
out NONANN
out
ter
(𝐸𝑘/𝑛
)𝐴𝑃 𝑑𝜎 𝑑𝐸 out 𝑑𝐸𝑘/𝑛
− 𝑑𝐸
(𝐸𝑘/𝑛
) = 𝐸 out 𝑑𝐸
𝜎
(𝐸𝑘/𝑛
),
out (𝐸𝑘/𝑛 )𝑛ISM 𝑣
in
𝑑𝐸 out
𝑘/𝑛

𝑘/𝑛

𝑘/𝑛

𝑘

𝑘/𝑛

where the factor 𝐴𝑃 originates from the conversion from total to kinetic energy per nucleon in the differential cross section. The two XS in the above equation are associated to:
• NONANN files (inelastic XS, as listed in listed in Table 5.4);
• NAR files (differential XS), where the projectile is also the fragment requires two energy grids, but
for for the calculation the same grid is used.
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Ref.
[Dup05]
[Dup05]
[Dup05]
[Dup05]

Table 5.5: Non-annihilating rescattering (NAR) differential XS files.
File name (xs_projectiles+targets_info.dat) → comment
dSdENAR_pbar+HHe_Duperray05_Anderson.dat → based on [And67] (recommended)
dSdENAR_pbar+HHe_Duperray05_TanNg.dat → based on [Tan83]
dSdENAR_dbar+HHe_Duperray05_Anderson.dat → based on [And67] (recommended)
dSdENAR_dbar+HHe_Duperray05_TanNg.dat → based on [Tan83]

Differential production XS files
Secondary production is calculated from
→𝐹
∫︀ ∞
𝑑𝑄𝑃
𝑑𝑁 𝑃
out
in
in
sec
(𝐸𝑘/𝑛
) = 0 𝑑𝐸𝑘/𝑛
(𝐸𝑘/𝑛
) × 𝑛ISM × 𝑣 out × 𝐴𝐹 ×
𝑑𝐸 out
𝑑𝐸 in
𝑘/𝑛

𝑘/𝑛

𝑑𝜎 𝑃 +ISM→𝐹
out
𝑑𝐸tot

,

where the extra factor 𝐴𝐹 originates from the conversion from differential kinetic energy per nucleon to
differential total energy, which is the format of the XS files. The list of production files for anti-nuclei is
listed in Table 5.6.

Ref.
[Don01]
[Dup05]
[Bri07]
[Bou19]
[Dup05]
[Dup05]
[Dup05]
[Dup05]
[Dup05]

Table 5.6: Differential production of anti-nuclei XS files.
File name (xs_frag_projectiles+targets_info.dat) → comment
dSdEProd_pbar_1H4He+HHe_Donato01.dat → [Tan82] + DTUNUC4
dSdEProd_pbar_1H4He+HHe_Duperray05.dat → Improved parametrization on data
dSdEProd_pbar_1H4He+HHe_BringmannSalati07.dat → [Tan82] at HE (recommended)
dSdEProd_pbar_1Hto30Si+HHe_Boudaud09.dat [Win17] from [Kor18]
dSdEProd_dbar_1H4He+HHe_Duperray05_Coal58MeV.dat → Coalescence model
dSdEProd_dbar_1H4He+HHe_Duperray05_Coal79MeV.dat → Coalescence model
dSdEProd_dbar_pbar+HHe_Duperray05_Coal79MeV.dat → idem + contribs from 𝑝¯
dSdEProd_dbar_1H4He+HHe_Duperray05_Micro.dat → Microscopic model
dSdEProd_dbar_pbar+HHe_Duperray05_Micro.dat → idem + contribs from 𝑝¯

Two energy grids are required, one for the projectile, and one for the produced CRs. Both are based on
a logarithmic grid, with range and number of points as indicated in the file (for projectile and fragment),
with
(︁
)︁1/(𝑛𝐸k/n −1)
𝑖
min
max
min
𝐸k/n
= 𝐸k/n
× ∆𝑖 with ∆ = 𝐸k/n
/𝐸k/n
.
In this file are listed any number of projectiles followed by their cross section values on any number of
targets (one column per target). Below, we have two targets (two columns) and the reaction shown is
1
H →1 H̄.
#########################################################################
# N.B.: line starting with # is a comment
#
# REF: Bringmann et Salati, PRD 75, 3006 (2007)
#
# FORMAT: XS values for nEknProj*nEknFrag energies (1 col. per targ.)
# - Allowed Unit for 'dsigma': 'mb/GeV' or 'cm2/GeV' (per Etot)
# - XS on proj/frag grids: Ekn(i)=EknMIN*D^i, D=EknMAX/EknMIN^{1/(nEkn-1)})
##########################################################################
# Type
dsigma

Unit
mb/GeV

Targets
H,He
(continues on next page)

4 Uses Tan & Ng (1982) for p+H (PRD 26, 1179, parametrisation fitted on data) and DTUNUC code otherwise (http://sroesler.home.cern.ch/
sroesler)

5.6. Cross section files
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(continued from previous page)

# EknMIN[GeV/n]
5.629632e+00

EknMAX[GeV/n]
1.000000e+06

nEk
501

(PROJECTILE GRID)

# EknMIN[GeV/n]
1.000000e-01

EknMAX[GeV/n]
1.000000e+04

nEkn
251

(FRAGMENT GRID)

# Repeated loop: loop on EknProj first (1) or EknFrag first (2)
1
1H -> 1H-bar
0.000000e+00
0.000000e+00
0.000000e+00
0.000000e+00
0.000000e+00
0.000000e+00
0.000000e+00

0.000000e+00
0.000000e+00
0.000000e+00
0.000000e+00
0.000000e+00
0.000000e+00
0.000000e+00

Footnote
References

5.7 Source abundances
The ASCII file $USINE/inputs/solarsystem_abundances2003.dat gathers Solar system (SS) abundances for longlived/stable isotopes and elements up to Uranium. Isotopic abundances of GCR sources can be initialised with this SS
abundances.
When to use SS abundances Ideally, SS abundances should be used for comparison purpose after retropropagating CR measurements back to the sources. As CR isotopic data are scarce (they usually
only exist at low energy), in many runs, it makes sense to fix the isotopic composition of elements, in
order to focus on elemental fluxes (if one is interested in isotopic abundances, then rescaling or fitting
them is necessary). This is a choice made by the user in the initialisation file (see Run parameters
and Fit parameters and minimizer). These values are read and stored by the class `TUCREntry`
and `TUCRList`.
Shown below is an excerpt of the file solarsystem_abundances2003.dat:
##########################################################################
# N.B.: line starting with # is a comment
#
# Content:
# -------# Solar System Abundances for all isotopes and Elements
#
# Source:
# ------# Lodders, ApJ 591, 1220 (2003)
# http://adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/2003ApJ...591.1220L
# Solar System Abundances and Condensation Temperatures of the Elements
#
# Format:
# ------# A line starting with "-->" provides the total elemental abundance
(continues on next page)
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(continued from previous page)

#
Col1: CR name
#
Col2: Isotopic fraction of abundance
#
Col3: Abundance (relative to Si = 1.e6)
##########################################################################
2H-bar
0.
1H-bar
0.
H-bar 100
1H
99.99806
2H
0.00194
-->
100
3He
0.016597
4He
99.983403
-->
100

0.
0.
0.
2.431e10
4.716e5
2.431e10
3.889e5
2.343e9
2.343e9

Note: Users can feed to USINE their own files provided they are correctly formatted. These files can be anywhere, as
long as their path (absolute or relative to $USINE) is provided in the initialisation file (see Initialisation file)

5.7. Source abundances
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CHAPTER

SIX

PARAMETER VALUE SYNTAX (INIT. FILE)

We list below group and subgroup keywords, as well as parameter values required in the initialisation file (see Initialisation file).

6.1 Group/subgroup keywords
We list below all the subgroups and the associated groups used in USINE.
Note: TemplSpectrum and TemplSpatialDist are the only groups for which the user can modify
the subgroup names: the latter define template names that can be referred to for instance for source spectra.
See Edit source, transport. . . .

6.1.1 Group = Base
The syntax of the associated parameters is detailed in Section 6.2.1.
Table 6.1: Base ingredients (group=Base) for propagation models.
Group@subgroup
Description
Base@CRData
CR data and normalisation
Base@EnergyGrid
To define energy grids for (anti-)nuclei
Base@ListOfCRs
To define propagated CRs (charts, ghosts, parents)
Base@MediumCompo List and abundances of species in medium (e.g., H,He)
Base@XSections
List of XS files

6.1.2 Group = Extra
The syntax of the associated parameters is detailed in Section 6.2.2.
Table 6.2: Extra (not required in propagation run).
Group@subgroup Description
Extra@ISFlux
Interstellar flux description
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6.1.3 Group = Model...
It includes the groups Model0DLeakyBox, Model1DKisoVc, Model2DKisoVc, and ModelTEST (only used
for tests). The syntax of the associated parameters is detailed in Section 6.2.3.
Table 6.3: Mandatory subgroups for galactic propagation models.
Group@subgroup
Description
Model. . . @Base
Base parameters specific to propagation model (if needed)
Model. . . @Geometry
Geometry parameters, coordinates name/range, Sun coordinate
Model. . . @ISM
ISM densities (HI, HII, H2, elements) and properties (e.g., T°)
Model. . . @SrcPointLike
Point-like source (none in implemented models)
Model. . . @SrcSteadyState Radial and spectral dependence for each species
Model. . . @Transport
Transport parameters (diffusion, convection, Alfvén speed)

6.1.4 Group = SolMod...
It includes the groups SolMod0DFF and SolMod1DSpher. The syntax of the associated parameters is detailed in
Section 6.2.4.
Table 6.4: Mandatory subgroups for Solar modulation models.
Group@subgroup
Description
SolMod. . . @Base
Base parameters specific to propagation model (if needed)
SolMod. . . @Geometry Geometry and Solar cavity coordinates (if needed)
SolMod. . . @Transport Transport parameters in Solar cavity (if needed)

6.1.5 Group = Templ...
It includes the groups TemplSpectrum and TemplSpatialDist. The syntax of the associated parameters is
detailed in Section 6.2.5.
Table 6.5: Template formulae 𝑓 (𝛽, 𝛾, 𝑝, 𝑅, 𝐸, 𝐸𝑘/𝑛 ) or grid values.
Group@subgroup
Description
TemplSpectrum@POWERLAW Power-law template (name of template is subgroup)
TemplSpectrum@TEST
Test spectrum (name of template is subgroup)
TemplSpectrum@. . .
Any user-defined template 𝑓 (𝛽, 𝛾, 𝑝, 𝑅, 𝐸, 𝐸𝑘/𝑛 )

Table 6.6: Template formulae 𝑓 (𝑡, 𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧) of grid values.
Group@subgroup
Description
TemplSpatialDist@CST
Constant distribution 𝑞(𝑟) = 1
TemplSpatialDist@DOOR
𝑞(𝑟) = 𝐻(𝑟 − 𝑟up ) × 𝐻(𝑟lo − 𝑟), see also STEPUP, STEPDOWN. . .
TemplSpatialDist@SNRMODIFIED 𝑞(𝑟) = 10𝑑𝑒𝑥(𝑟−𝑅⊙ ) × (𝑟/𝑅⊙ )𝑎 × exp(𝑏(𝑟 − 𝑅⊙ )/𝑅⊙ )
TemplSpatialDist@. . .
Any user-define template 𝑓 (𝑡, 𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧)

6.1.6 Group = UsineRun
The syntax of the associated parameters is detailed in Section 6.2.6.
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Table 6.7: Specific for propagation runs (subset of data, displays. . . ).
Group@subgroup
Description
UsineRun@Calculation Precision and boundary conditions for run
UsineRun@Display
User-selected subset of CR data for display
UsineRun@Models
Propagation and modulation models for the run
UsineRun@OnOff
Switches for propagation effects (E losses, wind, etc.)

6.1.7 Group = UsineFit
The syntax of the associated parameters is detailed in Section 6.2.7.
Table 6.8: Subgroups for minimization runs (fit params and data).
Group@subgroup
Description
UsineFit@Config
Minimizer setup (precision, algorithms. . . )
UsineFit@FreePars
Free (or nuisance) parameters of the fit
UsineFit@TOAData TOA CR quantity/exp/Etype for the fit

6.2 Parameters
We recall that the syntax of a parameter is group @ subgroup @ parameter @ M=? @ value, and we
specify here in particular,
• whether a parameter is multi-valued (M=1) or not (M=0)
• the parameter’s usage with its syntax and/or [unit] and/or example

6.2.1 Base params
The subgroups of the group Base are shortly described in Table 6.1. We list below the parameters for each subgroup.
Base@CRData
Selection of generic data sets to load and specific list of experiment and quantities (in the data sets) to renormalise the
model to.
Group@subgroup@parameter
Base@CRData@fCRData (M=0)

Base@CRData@NormList (M=0)

1

Description
Path1 to file containing USINE-formatted CR data,
e.g.
$USINE/inputs/crdata_crdb20170523.dat.
More on the format in
Cosmic ray data.
Qties1:Exp1|Eval1|Etype1;Qties2:Exp2|Eval2|Etype2;. . . with xtype =
kEKN, kR or kETOT (e.g., H,He:PAMELA|20.|kEKN;C,N,O,Si,
Fe:HEAO|10.6|kEKN). During propagation, source abundances are
rescaled to NormList data point selection (sought in fCRData), unless the
normalisation is a fit parameter (in UsineRun@FitFreePars) or data name
appears in Base@ListOfCRs@PureSecondaries.

Environment variables in path (e.g. $USINE/) are enabled and correctly interpreted

6.2. Parameters
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Note: Renormalising source abundances to elemental fluxes in the model (keeping the same isotopic relative abundances) is the standard/fastest way to run USINE. To bypass this renormalisation, one has to fix individual source
abundances or fit these abundances on the data.
Footnote
Base@EnergyGrid
Different families of species (nuclei and anti-nuclei) are calculated on different kinetic energy per nucleon ranges,
min
max
[𝐸k/n
− 𝐸k/n
], all on 𝑁bins logarithmically-spaced bins:
𝑖
𝐸k/n

=

min
𝐸k/n

𝑖

×∆ ,

(︂
with ∆ =

max
𝐸k/n
min
𝐸k/n

)︂1/(𝑁bins −1)
.

For anti-nuclei, integrations are involved (primary and tertiary source terms), and a doubling step integration is implemented to check the convergence on the available grid: the optimal number of bins to take is then 𝑁bins = 2𝑗 + 1.
Group@subgroup@parameter
Base@EnergyGrid@NBins (M=0)
Base@EnergyGrid@NUC_EknRange (M=0)
Base@EnergyGrid@ANTINUC_EknRange (M=0)

Description
# of E bins for all CRs (2𝑗 + 1 optimal for integrations)
[Ekn_min,Ekn_max] for nuclei [GeV/n]
[Ekn_min,Ekn_max] for anti-nuclei [GeV/n]

→ Always check that your results is stable when varying Nbins!
→ Ensure that your results do not depend on E range selected!
Note: The energy range for nuclei should preferably be larger than the energy range for anti-nuclei. Indeed, a
100 GeV/n secondary anti-proton may be created by a 10 TeV/n proton, so that using the same energy range for
both species would miss most of the production. Ekn_max (ANTINUC_EknRange) should be at least 10-100 times
Ekn_max (NUC_EknRange), otherwise, the high-energy antinucleus flux will be underestimated.

Base@ListOfCRs
Selection of atomic and nuclear charts to pick CRs from, as well as the specification of propagated CRs and their
parents.
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Group@subgroup@parameter
Base@ListOfCRs@fAtomicProperties (M=0)

Base@ListOfCRs@fChartsForCRs (M=0)

Base@ListOfCRs@IsLoadGhosts (M=0)
Base@ListOfCRs@SSRelativeAbund (M=0)

Base@ListOfCRs@ListOfCRs (M=0)

Base@ListOfCRs@ListOfParents (M=0)

Base@ListOfCRs@PureSecondaries (M=0)

Description
Path1 to file of atomic properties for elements, e.g.
$USINE/inputs/atomic_properties.dat. More on the format
in Atomic properties.
Path1 to file of CR charts (mass, A, Z, half-life, ghosts. . . ), e.g.
$USINE/inputs/crcharts_Zmax30_ghost97.dat. More on the format in Cosmic ray charts.
Whether (true) or not (false) to load ghosts nuclei (used only for
XS production calculations).
Path1 to file of Solar system relative abundances, e.g.
$USINE/inputs/solarsystem_abundances2003.dat. More on the
format in Source abundances.
Selection among CRs listed in fChartsForCRs:
- [CR1,CR2] → all CRs in range, e.g.
[2H-bar,30Si]
- CR1,CR2,CR2 → list of selected CRs
- ALL → all CRs in fChartsForCRs
CR1,CR2:CR3,CR4;CR5:PRIMARY** selects as parents for
CRs in ListOfCRs CR3 and CR4 as the only parents for CR1
and CR2 + no parent for CR5 + all heavier nuclei for unlisted CRs (keyword DEFAULT sets all parents to be heavier
nuclei, whereas PRIMARIES set all CRs as pure primaries
(no parents). For instance, set 2H-bar:1H-bar,1H,4He;
1H-bar:1H,4He to only have 1H-bar, 1H, and 4He (resp. 1H,
4He) as parents for 2H-bar (resp. 1H-bar).
Comma-separated list of isotopes and/or elements forced to be
pure secondaries, e.g. Li,Be,B. The associated source terms
(for each isotope) will be set and fixed to 0 for the calculation
whatever the run configuration.

Footnote
Base@MediumCompo
Choice of the ISM target elements assumed for the propagation.
Group@subgroup@parameter
Base@MediumCompo@Targets (M=0)

Description
Comma-separated target elements in ISM, e.g. H,He

Note: Any element list is possible, but keep in mind that the production cross sections on these elements must then
be provided (more on the format in Cross section files).

Base@XSections
Choice of the XS files used for propagation. See Cross section files for more details.
1

Environment variables in path (e.g. $USINE/) are enabled and correctly interpreted

6.2. Parameters
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Warning: XS are associated to CR list and parents (ListOfCRs and ListOfParents in Base@ListOfCRs), but also
ISM targets (Base@MediumCompo) selected for propagation. Inelastic XS files must encompass all propagated
CRs on all targets, whereas production XS files must encompass all parents/CRs/targets selected combinations (see
Cross section files for the file formats). USINE internally checks that all required XS are filled and tells you which
ones are missing!

Group@subgroup@parameter
Base@XSections@fProd (M=1)

Base@XSections@fTotInelAnn (M=1)

Base@XSections@Tertiaries (M=0)

Base@XSections@fdSigdENAR (M=1)

Base@XSections@fTotInelNonAnn (M=1)

Description
Path1 to file for production XS, either straight-ahead (e.g.,
$USINE/inputs/XS_NUCLEI/sigProdGALPROP17_OPT12.dat) or
differential (e.g., $USINE/inputs/XS_ANTINUC/dSdEProd_pbar_1H4He+HHe_Donato
Path1 to file for total inelastic (annihilating for anti-nuclei)
XS, e.g.
$USINE/inputs/XS_NUCLEI/sigInelTripathi99.dat or
$USINE/inputs/XS_ANTINUC/sigInelANN_pbar+HHe_Donato01.dat.
Comma-separated list of CRs for which to account for inelastic nonannihilating (fInelNonAnn) rescattering, e.g. 1H-bar,2H-bar
(use NONE for empty selection).
Path1
to
file
for
differential
inelastic
nonannihilating
XS
(one
file
per
Tertiaries),
e.g.
$USINE/inputs/XS_ANTINUC/dSdENAR_pbar+HHe_Duperray05_Anderson.dat.
Path1
to
file
for
total
inelastic
nonannihilating
XS
(one
file
per
Tertiaries),
e.g.
$USINE/inputs/XS_ANTINUC/sigInelNONANN_pbar+HHe_Donato01.dat.

Footnote

6.2.2 Extra params
The group Extra and its subgroups are described in Table 6.2.
Note: These parameters are unused for propagation runs!

Extra@ISFlux
Group@subgroup@parameter
Extra@ISFlux@FluxName (M=0)
Extra@ISFlux@ParNames (M=0)

Extra@ISFlux@ParUnits (M=0)
Extra@ISFlux@Fluxes (M=1)

1
1
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Description
Name for flux parametrisation
Comma-separated list of parameters used in formulae, that can later be used
as free parameter (see UsineRun@FitFreePars). If no free parameters, set
value to -.
Comma-separated list (mandatory) for units associated parameters (for
print purposes). Use - for quantities without unit.
CR:FNCTYPE|X: flux of a CR species that must be present in parameter ListOfCRs, with X=f(beta,Ekn,gamma,Etot,p,Rig; ParNames) if FNCTYPE=FORMULA1 or X=file_name if FNCTYPE=GRID. Fluxes are in in
−1
[(GeV/n) m−2 s−1 sr−1 ], e.g. 1H:FORMULA|23350*pow(beta,1.
1)*pow(Rig,-2.839).

Environment variables in path (e.g. $USINE/) are enabled and correctly interpreted
The syntaxt for formula is based on fparser library, see the documentation for the formulae syntax
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Footnote

6.2.3 Model. . . params
The group Model. . . and its subgroups are described in Table 6.3. The current models implemented are
Model0DLeakyBox, Model1DKisoVc, Model2DKisoVc, and ModelTEST (for tests only).
Model. . . @Geometry
Geometry, coordinate system, and Sun’s position for the model.
Warning: Geometry and ISM parameter names and units are uniquely associated to the implemented semi-analytical models and cannot be modified.

Note: All Model. . . @Geometry@ParNames values are enabled as free parameters (see Fit parameters
and minimizer)

Group@subgroup@parameter
Model. . . @Geometry@ParNames
(M=0)
Model. . . @Geometry@ParUnits (M=0)
Model. . . @Geometry@ParVals (M=0)
Model. . . @Geometry@TAxis (M=0)

Model. . . @Geometry@XAxis (M=0)
Model. . . @Geometry@YAxis (M=0)
Model. . . @Geometry@ZAxis (M=0)
Model. . . @Geometry@XSun (M=0)
Model. . . @Geometry@YSun (M=0)
Model. . . @Geometry@ZSun (M=0)

Description
See Table 6.9 (e.g., L,h,R,rhole for Model2DKisoVc)
See Table 6.9 (e.g., kpc,kpc,kpc,kpc for Model2DKisoVc)
See Table 6.9
name_axis:[min,max],nbins,X with X=LOG or LIN (set to - if no
time coordinate) for time axis [Myr]: min and max can be ParNames
params (i.e., enabled for minimisation
Idem TAxis for 1st spatial axis, e.g. r:[0,R],10,LIN in [kpc]
Idem TAxis for 2nd spatial axis, e.g. z:[0,L],10,LIN in [kpc]
Idem TAxis for 3rd spatial axis, e.g. - (if model is only 2D)
XAxis Solar system position, e.g. 8.5 [kpc]
YAxis Solar system position, e.g. 0. [kpc]
ZAxis Solar system position (- if no coordinate)

Model. . . @ISM
ISM description for the model.
Note: All Model. . . @ISM@ParNames values are enabled as free parameters (see Fit parameters and minimizer)!

6.2. Parameters
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Group@subgroup@parameter
Model. . . @ISM@ParNames (M=0)
Model. . . @ISM@ParUnits (M=0)
Model. . . @ISM@ParVals (M=0)
Model. . . @ISM@Density (M=1)

Model. . . @ISM@Te (M=0)

Description
See Table 6.9
See Table 6.9
See Table 6.9
element:FNCTYPE|X with X=f(t,x,y,z; user-defined parameters) if FNCTYPE=FORMULA1 , or X=file_name if FNCTYPE=GRID. Gas density in
𝑐𝑚−3 , for instance He:FORMULA|0.133. Add as many lines as the
number of elements in MediumCompo, with H a special case requiring
HI (atomic), HII ionised), and H2 (molecular). Note that the full density
nHI+nHII+2nH2 is used for XS on H
FNCTYPE|X with X=f(t,x,y,z; user-defined parameter) if FNCTYPE=FORMULA1 , or X=file_name if FNCTYPE=GRID. Plasma T° [K]
for ISM plasma, e.g. FORMULA|1.e4

Footnote
Model. . . @SrcPointLike
Point-like source description (location, duration, CR content and spectra) based on templates for the source spectra
(see Group = Templ...), and uniquely identified by an (user-defined) ID.
Note: All parameters of the template spectrum are enabled as free parameters (see Fit parameters and minimizer),
with one free parameter per CR or a single universal free parameter for all CRs (depending on SpectValsPerCR values).
1
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Group@subgroup@parameter
Model. . . @SrcPointLike@Species (M=1)

Model. . . @SrcPointLike@SpectAbundInit (M=1)

Model. . . @SrcPointLike@SpectTempl (M=1)

Model. . . @SrcPointLike@SpectValsPerCR
(M=1)

Description
SrcID|List provides list of CR species present in point-like
source SrcID (any user-chosen name, provided that it reads
SrcID=ASTRO_xxx or DM_xxx, with xxx any string). Allowed options for List are ALL (use all CRs from parameter ListOfCRs, but discard pure secondaries) or commaseparated list (e.g., 1H,4He,12C,14N,16O)
SrcID|X with X a comma-separated list of
gENUM_SRCABUND_INIT enumerators (e.g., X =
kSSISOTFRAC, kSSISOTABUND, or kFIPBIAS): the
latter keywords indicate how to initialise the normalisation
of source spectra for SrcID, and it supersedes any default
values set for parameter SpectraPerCR.
SrcID|X|Y with X chosen among available spectrum templates (see Group = Templ...), and Y the parameter name (in
the template) corresponding to the normalisation variable in
the template source spectrum X
SrcID|X with X = - (if template is a file) or
par1[Y1];par2[Y2];par3[Y2] (if template is a formula1 )
with as many semi-column separated entries as the number
of parameters in the template. For the latter, the following
keywords and formats can be used:
Y=SHARED:val → universal parameter for all
CRs
Y=PERCR:DEFAULT=val0,CR1=val1,CR2=val2. . .
→ one parameter per CR
Y=PERZ:DEFAULT=val0,Z1=val1,Z2=val2. . .
→ one parameter per element
Y=LIST:DEFAULT=val0,1H_H_HE=val1,C_N_O=val2. . .
→ one parameter per list (DEFAULT is taken to
be the list of all remaining CRs not in
user-defined lists)

Model. . . @SrcPointLike@SrcXPosition (M=1)
Model. . . @SrcPointLike@SrcYPosition (M=1)
Model. . . @SrcPointLike@SrcZPosition (M=1)
Model. . . @SrcPointLike@TStart (M=1)
Model. . . @SrcPointLike@TStop (M=1)

SrcID|X with X=f(t,x,y,z) for the time-dependent coordinate
X of the source (in the model geometry)
SrcID|X with Y=f(t,x,y,z) for the time-dependent coordinate
Y of the source (in the model geometry)
SrcID|X with Y=f(t,x,y,z) for the time-dependent coordinate
Z of the source (in the model geometry)
SrcID|X with X=t_start
SrcID|X with X=t_stop

Footnote
1

The syntaxt for formula is based on fparser library, see the documentation for the formulae syntax
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Model. . . @SrcSteadyState
Steady-state source description (CR content, spectra, and spatial distributions) based on templates for the spectra and
spatial distributions (see Group = Templ...).
Note: All parameters of the templates used for the source spectrum and spatial distribution are enabled as free
parameters (see Fit parameters and minimizer), with one free parameter per CR or a single universal free parameter
for all CRs (depending on SpectValsPerCR and SpatialValsPerCR values).
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Group@subgroup@parameter
Model. . . @SrcSteadyState@Species (M=1)

Model. . . @SrcSteadyState@SpectTempl (M=1)

Model. . . @SrcSteadyState@SpectValsPerCR (M=1)

Description
SrcID|List provides list of CR species present in steadystate source SrcID, with SrcID=ASTRO_xxx or DM_xxx
(xxx is any string), e.g. ASTRO_STD|ALL. Allowed
options for List are ALL (use all CRs from parameter ListOfCRs, but discard pure secondaries) or commaseparated-list (e.g., 1H,4He,12C,14N,16O)
SrcID|X|Y with X chosen among available spectrum templates (see Group = Templ...), and Y the parameter name
(in the template) corresponding to the normalisation variable in the template source spectrum X
SrcID|X with X = - (if template is a file) or
par1[Y1];par2[Y2];par3[Y2] (if template is a formula1 ) with as many semi-column separated entries as the number of parameters in the template,
e.g.
ASTRO_STD|q[PERCR:DEFAULT=1.e-5];
alpha[PERZ:DEFAULT=2.3e,H=2.1,He=2.2];
eta_s[SHARED:-1.]. For the latter, the following
keywords and formats can be used:
Y=SHARED:val → universal parameter for
all CRs
Y=PERCR:DEFAULT=val0,CR1=val1,CR2=val2. . .
→ one parameter per CR
Y=PERZ:DEFAULT=val0,Z1=val1,Z2=val2. . .
→ one parameter per element
Y=LIST:DEFAULT=val0,1H_H_HE=val1,C_N_O=val2. . .
→ one parameter per list (DEFAULT is
taken to be the list of all remaining CRs not
in user-defined lists)

Model. . . @SrcSteadyState@SpatialTempl (M=1)
Model. . . @SrcSteadyState@SpatialValsPerCR
(M=1)

SrcID|X with X chosen among available spatial distribution templates (see Group = Templ...).
SrcID|X with X = par1[Y1];par2[Y2];par3[Y2]
if template is a formula1 (or - if template is a
file)), with as many semi-column separated entries
as the number of parameters in the template, e.g.
ASTRO_STD|rsol[SHARED:8.5];a[SHARED:1.
];b[SHARED:1.];dex[SHARED:1.].
For the
latter, the following keywords and formats can be used:
Y=SHARED:val → universal parameter for
all CRs
Y=PERCR:DEFAULT=val0,CR1=val1,CR2=val2. . .
→ one parameter per CR
Y=PERZ:DEFAULT=val0,Z1=val1,Z2=val2. . .
→ one parameter per element

6.2. Parameters

Y=LIST:DEFAULT=val0,1H_H_HE=val1,C_N_O=val2. . .
→ one parameter per list (DEFAULT is
taken to be the list of all remaining CRs not
in user-defined lists)
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Footnote
Model. . . @Transport
Generic description of the transport parameters: diffusion tensor, wind vector, reacceleration.
Note: All parameters in ParNames can be involved in any transport parameters and are enabled as free parameters
(see Fit parameters and minimizer).

Group@subgroup@parameter
Model. . . @Transport@ParNames (M=0)
Model. . . @Transport@ParUnits (M=0)
Model. . . @Transport@ParVals (M=0)
Model. . . @Transport@Wind (M=1)

Model. . . @Transport@VA (M=0)

Model. . . @Transport@K (M=1)

Model. . . @Transport@Kpp (M=0)

Description
See Table 6.9 (e.g. Va,Vc,K0,delta,eta_t)
See Table 6.9 (e.g., km/s,km/s,kpc^2/Myr,-,-)
See Table 6.9 (e.g., 48.9,12.,0.0112,0.7,1.)
Wi:FNCTYPE|X with i=0,1,2 and X=f(t,x,y,z; ParNames)
if FNCTYPE=FORMULA1 , or X=file_name if FNCTYPE=GRID. Wind velocity [km/s], up to 3 components
(along x, y, and z axes of the model geometry), e.g.
W1:FORMULA|Vc
FNCTYPE|X with X=f(t,x,y,z; ParNames) if FNCTYPE=FORMULA1 , or X=file_name if FNCTYPE=GRID.
Alfvén velocity [km/s] for reacceleration,
e.g.
FORMULA|Va
Kij:FNCTYPE|X
with
i=0,1,2
and
X=f(beta,gamma,p,Rig,Ek,Ekn,Etot; t,x,y,z; ParNames;
ParNames) if FNCTYPE=FORMULA1 , or X=file_name if
FNCTYPE=GRID. Spatial diffusion tensor [kpc^2/Myr], up
to 9 components (along axes of the model geometry), e.g.
K00:FORMULA|beta^eta_t*K0*Rig^delta
FNCTYPE|X
with
X=f(t,x,y,z;
ParNames)
if
FNCTYPE=FORMULA1 ,
or
X=file_name
if
FNCTYPE=GRID.
Momentum
diffusion
scalar
[GeV^2/Myr] for reacceleration, e.g.
FORMULA|(4.
/3.)*(Va*1.022712e-3*beta*Etot)^2/
(delta*(4-delta^2)*(4-delta)*K00).
Note
that any component of the spatial diffusion tensor (e.g., K00)
can be called in Kpp.

. . . and specific to Model2DKisoVc
Group@subgroup@parameter
Model2DKisoVc@Base@NBessel (M=0)
Model2DKisoVc@Base@NIntegrR (M=0)
Model2DKisoVc@Base@NIntegrZ (M=0)

Description
# of Bessel coeffs to expand/sum over Bessel functions (e.g. 9)
# of steps (radial grid) to integrate Bessel coeffs (e.g. 1000)
# of steps (z-grid) integrations if exotic source in halo (e.g. 200)

Footnote
1
1
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Warning: For any Model..., all subgroups and parameters listed below are mandatory! Moreover, not all
values of the parameters may be changed (see below)!

Table 6.9: Mandatory parameters used for subgroups Geometry, ISM,
and Transport
@parameter
Description
@ParNames (M=0) Comma-separated user-defined names (- if no free parameters)
@ParUnits (M=0)
Comma-separated associated units (- for params without unit)
@ParVals (M=0)
Comma-separated associated values

6.2.4 SolMod. . . params
The group SolMod. . . and its subgroups are described in Table 6.4. In this release, only the Force-Field (FF) approximation is provided.
Group@subgroup@parameter
SolMod0DFF@Base@ParNames (M=0)

SolMod0DFF@Base@ParUnits (M=0)
SolMod0DFF@Base@ParVals (M=0)

Description
Comma-separated list of parameters for model, for instance phi
for FF. Fit-able parameters are internally built from these names
and CR experiment data taking period (see Fit parameters and
minimizer).
Associated list of units, e.g. GV for FF.
Default value for parameter.

6.2.5 Templ. . . params
The group Templ. . . and its subgroups are described in Table 6.5 and see Table 6.6.
Note: You can define as many templates as you wish for spectrum and spatial distribution!

Table 6.10: User-defined templates, whose name is taken to be the subgroup name (here X).
Group@subgroup@parameter
Description
Templ. . . @X@ParNames (M=0)
Comma-separated list of parameters (that can later be used as
free parameters) for use-defined template X, where the template
can be used to pick the spectrum (SpectTempl) or spatial distribution (SpatialTempl) for point-like or steady-state source. For
instance q,alpha,eta_s for X=POWERLAW.
Templ. . . @X@ParUnits (M=0)
Comma-separated associated units (- for params without unit).
For instance, /(GeV/n/m3/Myr),-,- for X=POWERLAW.
Templ. . . @X@Definition (M=0)
Comma-separated associated values.
For instance
FORMULA|q*beta^(eta_s)*Rig^(-alpha)
for
X=POWERLAW.

6.2.6 UsineRun params
The group UsineRun and its subgroups are described in Table 6.7.
6.2. Parameters
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UsineRun@Calculation
Boundary conditions and numerical precision (integration, convergence. . . ).
Keywords for boundary conditions (BC)
• kNOCHANGE → Solution w/o E-losses = solution w/ losses at boundary
• kD2NDLNEKN2_ZERO → 𝑑2 𝑁/𝑑(ln 𝐸𝑘/𝑛 )2 = 0 at boundary
• kNOCURRENT → 𝑗𝐸 = 0 at boundary
• kDFDP_ZERO → Flux derivative null at boundary (e.g., used in Dragon code)
Parameters related to boundary conditions (BC)
Group@subgroup@parameter
UsineRun@Calculation@BC_ANTINUC_LE (M=0)
UsineRun@Calculation@BC_ANTINUC_HE (M=0)
UsineRun@Calculation@BC_NUC_LE (M=0)
UsineRun@Calculation@BC_NUC_HE (M=0)
UsineRun@Calculation@BC_LEPTON_LE (M=0)
UsineRun@Calculation@BC_LEPTON_HE (M=0)

Description
Low-energy BC for anti-nuclei (kD2NDLNEKN2_ZERO)
High-energy BC for anti-nuclei (kNOCHANGE)
Low-energy BC for nuclei (kD2NDLNEKN2_ZERO)
High-energy BC for nuclei (kNOCHANGE)
Low-energy BC for leptons (kNOCURRENT)
High-energy BC for leptons (kNOCURRENT)

Parameters related to calculation precision
Group@subgroup@parameter
UsineRun@Calculation@EPS_ITERCONV (M=0)
UsineRun@Calculation@EPS_INTEGR (M=0)
UsineRun@Calculation@EPS_NORMDATA (M=0)

UsineRun@Calculation@IsUseNormList (M=0)

Description
Relative precision sought for integrations (e.g., secondary
contribution from differential XS): default is 1.e-6
Relative precision sought for iterative procedure (e.g, tertiaries for anti-nuclei): default is 1.e-4
Relative precision sought for normalisation to data (if enabled): default is 1.e-10. A high precision is especially
required for minimization!
Whether to norm source abundances to values listed in
NormList parameter (true) or to use default values set
in sources (false). For runs performing fits, if set to
true, normalise only CR species whose normalisation not
set as free parameters.

UsineRun@Display
Display for standard run and minimisations.
Note: The quantities and errors on the data shown in the displays can be set differently from the data used in
minimisations.
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Group@subgroup@parameter
UsineRun@Display@QtiesExpsEType (M=0)

UsineRun@Display@ErrType (M=0)

UsineRun@Display@FluxPowIndex (M=0)

Description
Qty1,Qty2:Exp1,Exp2:EType1;Qty3:Exp1,Exp3:EType2:
selection of quantities and experimental data to show in
displays, e.g. He:AMS,BESS:kEKN;B/C:AMS:kR. Use
ALL to display all available data.
CR data errors shown in displays: kERRSTAT (statistical uncertainties only), kERRSYST (systematic uncertainties
only), or kERRTOT (previous tow quadratically combined)
Displayed fluxes are multiplied by 𝐸 FluxPowIndex , e.g. 2.8

UsineRun@Models
Propagation and Solar modulation models to use in run.
Group@subgroup@parameter
UsineRun@Models@Propagation (M=1)

UsineRun@Models@SolarModulation (M=1)

Description
Propagation model chosen for run (see enabled models
in Model. . . params). Several models can be selected in
standard runs (not extensively tested), but not in minimisations.
Solar modulation model chosen for run (see enabled
models in SolMod. . . params). Several models can be
selected in standard runs (not extensively tested), but not
in minimisations.

UsineRun@OnOff
All physics effects can be enabled or disabled in USINE!
Group@subgroup@parameter
UsineRun@OnOff@IsDecayBETA (M=0)
UsineRun@OnOff@IsDecayFedBETA (M=0)
UsineRun@OnOff@IsDecayEC (M=0)
UsineRun@OnOff@IsDecayFedEC (M=0)
UsineRun@OnOff@IsDestruction (M=0)
UsineRun@OnOff@IsELossAdiabatic (M=0)
UsineRun@OnOff@IsELossBremss (M=0)
UsineRun@OnOff@IsELossCoulomb (M=0)
UsineRun@OnOff@IsELossIC (M=0)
UsineRun@OnOff@IsELossIon (M=0)
UsineRun@OnOff@IsELossSynchrotron (M=0)
UsineRun@OnOff@IsEReacc (M=0)
UsineRun@OnOff@IsPrimExotic (M=0)
UsineRun@OnOff@IsPrimStandard (M=0)
UsineRun@OnOff@IsSecondaries (M=0)
UsineRun@OnOff@IsTertiaries (M=0)
UsineRun@OnOff@IsWind (M=0)
1

Description
If false, 𝛽-unstable nuclei do not decay
If false, contribution of 𝛽-decay parent to daughter is disabled
If false, EC-unstable nuclei do not decay
If false, contribution of EC-decay parent to daughter is disabled
If false, no CR destruction (fTotInelAnn)
If false, no adiabatic losses from Galactic wind
If false, no bremsstrahlung losses1
If false, no Coulomb losses
If false, no inverse Compton losses1
If false, no ionization losses
If false, no synchrotron losses1
If false, no reacceleration
If false, discard exotic sources in the Galactic halo
If false, discard primary sources in the Galactic disc
If false, discard secondary CR production (fProd)
If false, no discard tertiaries (Tertiaries)
If false, no galactic wind (hence no adiabatic losses)

These energy losses are relevant and apply for leptons only

6.2. Parameters
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6.2.7 UsineFit params
The group UsineFit and its subgroups are described in Table 6.8.
UsineFit@Config
Configuration of the minimiser (and its parameters) for minimization runs.
Note: The implementation of minimizers in USINE is based on the wrapper ROOT::Math::Minimizer.
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Group@subgroup@parameter
UsineFit@Config@Minimiser (M=0)

UsineFit@Config@Algorithm (M=0)

UsineFit@Config@NMaxCall (M=0)
UsineFit@Config@Tolerance (M=0)

UsineFit@Config@Strategy (M=0)

UsineFit@Config@Precision (M=0)

UsineFit@Config@PrintLevel (M=0)
UsineFit@Config@IsMINOS (M=0)

UsineFit@Config@IsUseBinRange (M=0)

UsineFit@Config@NExtraInBinRange (M=0)

6.2. Parameters
UsineFit@Config@XS_LC_. . . (M=0)

Description
Minimiser used: possible options (depending on whether
you installed the corresponding packages) are powell, minuit2, fumili, GSLMultiMin, GSLMultiFit, GSLSimAn,
genetic). Default is Minuit2 (see online manual here).
Depends on Minimiser selected: possible options are
migrad, simplex, combined, scan, or fumili2
(for minuit2, default is combined); - (for fumili,
GSLMultiFit, GSLSimAn, genetic); ConjugateFR,
ConjugatePR, BFGS, BFGS2, SteepestDescent
(for GSLMultiMin).
Maximum number of calls (minuit) or iteration (GSL),
e.g. 100000.
Tolerance (for minuit): value used for terminating iteration procedure. For example, MIGRAD will stop iterating when edm (expected distance from minimum) will
be: edm < tolerance × 10−3 . Default in minuit is 0.1,
and in USINE, default is 1.e-2.
Strategy level to get reliably the best fit parameters. For
instance, as indicated for minuit, three different levels exist: low (0), medium (1=default) and high (2) quality.
Value 0 (low) economizes function calls (intended for
cases where there are many variable parameters and/or
the function takes a long time to calculate and/or the
user is not interested in very precise values for parameter errors) whereas value 2 (high) indicates is intended
for cases where the function is evaluated in a relatively
short time and/or where the parameter errors must be calculated reliably.
Minuit expects double precision, but if this is not the
case for the code functions called, a different machine
precision must be set. In that case, the user may find
that certain features sensitive to first and second differences (HESSE, MINOS, CONTOURS) do not work
properly. The precision cannot be better than that of
EPS_NORMDATA (for nuclei) or EPS_ITERCONV and
EPS_INTEGR (for anti-nuclei). Default is 1.e-6.
Print level (for minuit) chatter during minimisation. Default is 2.
Switch on (true) or off (false) MINOS in minuit to get
accurate uncertainties on model parameters (takes much
longer to run!). Default is false.
Whether to fit using central energy point (false) or integrated value in bin size (true): for the latter, we assume
a power-law behaviour in the bin range, and we properly
calculate integrated values for isotopes before forming element and/or ratios. This range can be further subdivided
for more precision if a power-law is not a good description over the bin size range (see next parameter). Default
is false.
If IsUseBinRange = true, the model calculation is done in
each E-range with NExtraInBinRange sub-bins. This provides a more accurate but only very slightly longer calculation, assuming a power-law behaviour in 2+NExtraInBinRange intermediate bins (default is 0, corresponding
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These
parameters
(XS_LC_Constraint,
XS_LCInel_Sigma, XS_LCProd_Sigma) are used
only if, in the fit, nuisance parameters for cross sections
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UsineFit@FreePars
Enable fit/nuisance params for minimization runs, whose syntax is name:X,Y,[min,max],init,sigma
• name is the name of the parameter (see table below)
• X = FIT, FIXED, or NUISANCE:
– FIT: use the parameter name as a fit parameter. If the minimizer allows it, for instance Minuit,
sets initial value to init, initial error to sigma, and lower and upper values of the parameter
limited to [min,max] (use [-,-], or [-,max], or [min,-] for no lower/upper limits).
– FIXED: use the parameter name as a fixed parameter (if the minimizer allows it), set to init.
The parameters sigma and [min,max] are unused.
– NUISANCE: assumes a Gaussian distributed parameter 𝒩 (𝜇 = init, 𝜎 = sigma), which
contributes to the global 𝜒2 as

𝜒2nuisance = (

val − init 2
)
𝜎

where val is the value tested in the fit. Not that we strongly penalize values outside [min,max]
(they are excluded in practice).
• Y = LIN or LOG: enables to sample the parameter as name or log10 (name).
Warning: All @ParNames parameters can be in principle declared as fit parameters. However, a subtlety arises
because of the possibility to have universal vs per CR source parameters: for universal parameters, USINE directly
uses the parameter name, otherwise it builds NCR parameters X_Y with X=parameter name and Y=CR name (e.g.,
for q, generates q_1H, q_2H, q_3HE. . . which can all be left as free parameters). In addition, modulation parameters can be declared as free/nuisance parameters for all data periods used in FitTOAData (see below), and data
error uncertainties can also be added as nuisance parameters: in both cases, the name of the parameter is built internally from the experiment name (removing special characters ([*%@)]... by _). Run ./bin/usine_run
-m1 inputs/your.init.file (with your.init.file you initialisation file) to list what parameters can be left
free for your initialisation file.
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Table 6.11: List/examples of enabled parameters (fit or nuisance parameters).
Group@subgroup@parameter
Description
UsineFit@FreePars@CRs (M=1)
Half-life of all unstable CRs are enabled as nuisance parameters, e.g. HalfLifeBETA_10Be:NUISANCE,
LIN,[1.3,1.5],1.387,0.012 (use EC instead
of BETA if EC-unstable nucleus).
UsineFit@FreePars@DataErr (M=1)
If @FitTOAData@ErrType parameter set to kERRCOV
for CR quantity (see next subgroup), its systematics
are enabled as centred nuisance parameters, e.g.,
SCALE_AMS02_201105201605__BC:NUISANCE,
LIN,[-10,10],0.,1..
- If a systematics not set as nuisance parameter, it is
accounted for in covariance matrix (see Section 5.5);
- if systematics set as nuisance parameter, amounts to a
model bias: for 𝑁𝑠 types of systematics set as nuisance
for a quantity Q , the model calculation read
𝑄
model𝑄 (𝑅𝑘 ) = model𝑄
true (𝑅𝑘 ) × bias (𝑅𝑘 ) =
𝑄
𝑄
model𝑄
true (𝑅𝑘 ) × Π𝑙=0...𝑛 (1 + 𝜈𝑙 × 𝜎𝑙 (𝑅𝑘 )),
with 𝜈𝑙𝑄 the nuisance parameter (centred on 0, variance
1) and 𝜎𝑙𝑄 (𝑅𝑘 ) the relative error for the calculated
point 𝑅𝑘 (read from the diagonal of the covariance
matrix for simplicity). In that case, the systematics is
not in 𝜒2cov , but as a standard 𝜒2nuis (see above).
UsineFit@FreePars@Geometry (M=1)
UsineFit@FreePars@ISM (M=1)
UsineFit@FreePars@Modulation (M=1)

Run@FitFreePars@SrcSteadyState (M=1)

Run@FitFreePars@Transport (M=1)

UsineFit@FreePars@XSection (M=1)

6.2. Parameters

Any parameter in Model. . . @Geometry@ParNames.
Any parameter in Model. . . @ISM@ParNames.
Run ./bin/usine with option -m1 to get enabled names for data and modulation levels, e.g.
phi_AMS02_201105201605_:NUISANCE,LIN,
[0.3,,1.1],0.73,0.2 ( Force-Field approx.).
Any source parameter, e.g. q_4HE:FIT,LOG,[-5.
,-3],-4.,0.1 or alpha:NUISANCE,LIN,[1.
7.,2.5],2.3,0.1
Any parameter in Model. . . @Transport@ParNames,
e.g. delta:FIT,LIN,[0.2,0.9],0.6,0.02, or
Va:FIT,LIN,[1.,120],70.,0.1, etc.
XS parameters format are PREFIX_REACTION (see
examples in inputs/init.TEST.par):

- ‘PREFIX’ enabled:
- for standard bias of XS:
- Norm → normalisation parameter (all E)
- EAxisScale →
new
𝜎(𝐸𝑘/𝑛
) = 𝜎(𝐸𝑘/𝑛 × EAxisScale)
- EnhancePowHE →
(TUXSections::XS_EnhancementHE)^(EnhancePowH
- EThresh and SlopeLE → below
threshold 𝜎(𝐸𝑘/𝑛 ) =
(𝐸𝑘/𝑛 /EThresh)SlopeLE × 𝜎(𝐸𝑘/𝑛 ), with
EThresh = 5 GeV/n if not set as
nuisance.
57
- for linear
∑︀ combination of XS
(𝜎LC = 𝑖 𝐶𝑖 × 𝜎𝑖 ):
- LCInelBar94, LCInelTri99,
LCInelWeb03, LCInelWel97 for inelastic
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UsineFit@TOAData
Selection of CR data on which to fit, and whether to use covariance or not (if exists).
Note: CR data often have asymmetric error bars. A standard procedure to account for that is to compare the model to
the upper error if the model is above the data, or to the lower error if the model is below the data.

Warning: if you want to use a covariance matrix of errors or nuisance parameters for these errors, you need to
define a covariance matrix par quantity measured (see CR data with covariance)
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Group@subgroup@parameter
UsineFit@TOAData@QtiesExpsEType (M=0)

UsineFit@TOAData@EminData (M=0)
UsineFit@TOAData@EmaxData (M=0)
UsineFit@TOAData@TStartData (M=0)
UsineFit@TOAData@TStopData (M=0)

Description
Qty1,Qty2:Exp1,Exp2:Etype1;Qty3:Exp1,Exp3:Etype2:
enables maximum flexibility to fit quantities from various E-type dependences (e.g., Rkn, R. . . ). For instance
H,He:AMS,BESS:kEKN;B/C:AMS:KR
means
fitting H and He data of AMS and BESS data (or more
precisely look for all experiments having AMS and
BESS in their name) in kEKN, and simultaneously fit
B/C data from AMS in kR.
Data below EminData are discarded. Default is 1.e-5
[GeV, GeV/n, or GV].
Data above EmaxData are discarded. Default is 1.e10
[GeV, GeV/n, or GV].
YYYY-MM-DD_HH:MN:SS → data before this time
are discarded. Default is 1950-01-01_00:00:00.
YYYY-MM-DD_HH:MN:SS → data after this time
are discarded. Default is 2100-01-01_00:00:00.

UsineFit@TOAData@ErrType (M=0)
- kERRSTAT → statistical errors in fit
- kERRSYST → systematics errors in fit
- kERRTOT → total error (quadratic) in fit
- kERRCOV:DIR → covariance matrix of errors in fit,
where DIR is the directory in which to search for
covariance files, e.g. DIR
=$USINE/inputs/CRDATA_COVARIANCE/). In
practice, with this option, the code proceeds as follows:
- for each EXP_QTY_ETYPE found
(QtiesExpsEType), search in directory DIR for
covariance file: a covariance file has a unique
USINE built-in name
DIR/cov_EXP_QTY_ETYPE.dat (see CR data
with covariance).
→ run ./bin/usine with option -m1, and
the code will provide you the names it
expects for all the fit data you selected.
- if file not found, enforce kERRTOT instead of
kERRCOV (for this EXP_QTY_ETYPE).
UsineFit@TOAData@IsModelOrDataForRelCov
(M=0)

true or false → Whether to calculate covariance matrix
or errors (from 𝒞 rel , the covariance matrix of relative
errors) using model values or data values, see Derome
et al. (2009): (𝒞 model )𝑖𝑗 = (𝒞 rel )𝑖𝑗 × 𝑦𝑖model × 𝑦𝑗model
or (𝒞 data )𝑖𝑗 = (𝒞 rel )𝑖𝑗 × 𝑦𝑖data × 𝑦𝑗data .

UsineFit@Outputs
USINE outputs enabled after minimization runs.
Note: The best-fit parameters are always stored in the file fit_result.out (in the user-chosen directory for the

6.2. Parameters
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run).

Group@subgroup@parameter
UsineFit@Outputs@IsPrintCovMatrix (M=0)

UsineFit@Outputs@IsPrintHessianMatrix
(M=0)
UsineFit@Outputs@Contours (M=1)

UsineFit@Outputs@Profile (M=1)

UsineFit@Outputs@Scan (M=1)

60

Description
If true, save the covariance matrix of the best-fit parameters (FIT and NUISANCE) obtained by the minimiser
in fit_covmatrix.out (in the user-chosen directory
for the run).
Same, but for Hessian matrix (inverse of covariance matrix), saved in fit_hessianmatrix.out.
Syntax in initialisation file is X1,X2:N:{CL1,CL2.
..}, with X1 and X2 the parameter names (use keyword ALL to get all contour combinations of fit parameters), N the number of points to use in the contour, CLi the contours to draw in unit of 𝜎. The
output is a plot of X1 vs X2, also saved in the file
fit_contours_X1_vs_X2.out (in the user-chosen
directory for the run). Note that extracting contours can
be very slow and sometimes it fails to get (and thus plot)
the sought contours. Only use at the last steps of your
analysis, and for well-behaved minima (i.e., 𝜒2min /dof ∼
1).
Syntax in initialisation file is X:N, with X the parameter name (use keyword ALL to scan all fit parameters), and N the number of points to use in the scan.
The output is a plot of 𝜒2min (𝑋), also saved in the
file fit_profilelikelihood_X.out (in the userchosen directory for the run). This can take some time
(do not confuse it with the Scan keyword above) for the
following reason: imagine that your initial fit had 𝑛fit parameters, now you need to find the new minimum (for
each parameter) at N positions, minimising on the 𝑛fit − 1
other parameters. Note that if your initial minimisation
(𝑛fit parameters) converged well, this is guaranteed to
work well as well.
Syntax in initialisation file is X:N, with X the parameter name (use keyword ALL to scan all fit parameters), and N the number of points to use in the scan.
The output is a plot of 𝜒2 (𝑋), also saved in the file
fit_parameterscan_X.out (in the user-chosen directory for the run). This takes no time at all, as there is
no further minimisation (do not confuse it with the Profile keyword above), only N calls to evaluate 𝜒2 at various
positions of the parameter.
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CHAPTER

SEVEN

TUTORIAL: ./BIN/USINE

USINE is a command-line executable with various options and arguments to calculate/fit local spectra, do comparison
plots, show graphical views of inputs (e.g., CR data, XS), etc. Calculation for semi-analytical models in USINE are
fast, so you get the results almost immediately (except for minimization if you have many free parameters). For these
reason, the running steps of USINE are:
1. ./bin/usine -option arg1 arg2..., with arg1 the initialisation file (see Section 5.1)
2. Model calculation of all isotopes and/or text-user interface for refined selection
3. Displays and outputs results (and back to step 2 for another selection if the option allows)

7.1 Options and arguments
If you want to know the available options and arguments, just type ./bin/usine, whose output is self-explanatory:
(V3.x, git_ID=...)
USAGE:
./bin/usine -l
./bin/usine -m
-m1
-m2
./bin/usine -u
ratios)

(L)ocal flux calculation, show only selected quantities
(M)inimisation-related
[List of fit-able parameters]
[Chi2 minimisation on TOA fluxes (best chi2)]
(U)ncertainty propagation (generates multiple fluxes and

˓→

˓→

matrix]

˓→

files]

-u1

[Display sample of parameters drawn best-fit/covariance

-u2

[CLs from USINE-formatted best-fit and covariance matrix

./bin/usine -e
-e
-ea
-eb
˓→

(E)xtras and comparisons (interactive run)
[List/detail of all options]
[Local fluxes and spatial dependences]
[Text-interface to modify model params (re-run any -e

option)]

˓→

diff. prod.]

˓→

files...
./bin/usine -i

-ec
-ed

[Infos on current models and their parameters]
[Extra calculations/checks: XS-related, decay-related,

-ee

[Comparison plots varying boundary conditions, params, XS

-i
-id
-ie

(I)nput files/properties
[List all options]
[List options related to CR data input files]
[List options related to interaction]
(continues on next page)
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-ix

./bin/usine -t

[List options related to cross sections input files]
(T)est functions for USINE ('-t' to see all test options)
-t
[List all test functions available]
-tALL
[TEST all USINE classes, propagation, and minimisation]
-tUSINE
[RUN -tALL against reference test files (in usine.tests/)]

Note: Each option comes with a mandatory list of arguments and their explanation: USAGE gives the arguments;
EXAMPLE gives default values for all arguments (you can run this line directly).

7.2 Run examples
7.2.1 Simple run: ./bin/usine -l
Runs and calculates local fluxes/ratios/etc. for several modulation levels, with results stored in the user-selected output
directory. The command
./bin/usine -l inputs/init.TEST.par $USINE/output "B/C,B,C,O:KEKN:0.,
1.;B/C:kR:0.79" 2.8 1 1 1
produces many ASCII files:
• output log file (details of run steps): $USINE/output/usine.last_run.log,
• initialisation file for last run: $USINE/output/usine.last_run.init.par,
• propagated fluxes/ratios: $USINE/output/local_fluxes???.out (??? model/qty specific),
• plots and ROOT macros (.C), pdf and png for these plots.

Fig. 7.1: B/C as a function of R at selected 𝜑FF , along with selected CR data.

7.2.2 Extra plots: ./bin/usine -e
With the command
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2.8
Fig. 7.2: C multiplied by 𝐸𝑘/𝑛
as a function of Ekn at selected 𝜑FF , along with selected CR data.

Fig. 7.3: Isotopic fractions (form IS fluxes) as a function of Ekn for all isotopes involved in the selection.
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Fig. 7.4: Primary (left axis) or secondary (right axis = 100 - primary) content of IS fluxes as a function of Ekn for all
quantities involved in the selection.
./bin/usine -e inputs/init.TEST.par $USINE/output 1 1 1,
you enter an interactive session, in which you can loop on many options (after display pop-up, to go back to the
interactive session, you have to quit ROOT properly1 , as illustrated in Fig. 7.5.
• Option A → local fluxes and spatial distributions
– A1: similar to ./bin/usine -l but interactively;
– A2: CR source vs Solar system abundances and FIP vs volatility (Fig. 7.6)
– A3: spatial distribution if model allows (TODO!)
• Option B → edit parameters interactively and rerun (any option) with new parameters.
• Option C → print on screen info on status of parameters (transport, source, CR lists, etc.).
• Option D → extra useful plots and calculations!
– D0: relative prim/sec/rad contributions in isotopes and elements (Fig. 7.7);
– D1 and D2: tables for the ranking of XS, as published in Génolini et al. (2018);
– D3 and D4: impact of decay on combos progenitor/daughter (Fig. 7.8);
– D5: source terms for differential production (Fig. 7.9)
– D6: separated contributions for anti-nucleus flux (Fig. 7.10)
– D7: contributions per energy range for anti-nucleus flux (Fig. 7.11)
– D8: tertiary contributions for anti-nucleus flux (Fig. 7.12)
• Option E → comparison plots varying some input ingredients
– E1: varying boundary conditions
– E2: switch-on/off propagation effects, e.g. losses, decay, etc. (Fig. 7.13)
– E3: impact of inelastic XS from XS_NUCLEI/sigInel* files (Fig. 7.14)
1
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– E4: impact of production XS from XS_NUCLEI/sigSpal* files (Fig. 7.15)
– E5: impact of inelastic XS from XS_ANTINUC/sigInel* files)
– E6: impact of production XS from XS_ANTINUC/dSdE* files)
– E7: impact of inelastic non-annihil. XS from XS_ANTINUC/sigInelNONANN* files)
– E8: impact of tertiary redistribution XS from XS_ANTINUC/*tertiary* files (Fig. 7.16)
Plots from option -e

Fig. 7.5: How to properly quit ROOT in order to go back to interactive session in xterm.
Footnote

7.2.3 Fits: ./bin/usine -m
Minimisation run with fit parameters, nuisance parameters, and covariance matrix. The command
./bin/usine -m2 inputs/init.TEST.par $USINE/output_fit 1 1 1
produces many ASCII files:
• output log file (details of run steps): $USINE/output/usine.last_run.log,
• initialisation file for last run: $USINE/output/usine.last_run.init.par,
• result of the fit (also reported in $USINE/output/usine.last_run.log):
/---------------- ANALYSIS RESULT ----------------\
| chi2_min=5.890260e+01 for 55 data and 25 pars (20 nuisance)
| => chi2/dof(=50)=1.178052e+00
\-------------------------------------------------/

Minimization status: 1

->

Covariance matrix status: 2

Covariance was made pos defined
->

full matrix but forced pos def

- Best-fit parameters after minimisation
alpha_NUISANCE = +2.296585e+00(+/-5.78e-02) [-] from
˓→alpha_NUISANCE_init=[+1.7e+00,+2.5e+00],+2.3e+00,+1.0e-01
eta_t = +4.785572e-01(+/-7.18e-02) [-] from
˓→eta_t_init=[-3.0e+00,+3.0e+00],+0.0e+00,+1.0e-01
delta = +6.000460e-01(+/-2.43e-03) [-] from
˓→delta_init=[+2.0e-01,+9.0e-01],+6.0e-01,+2.0e-02
Va = +8.221438e+01(+/-9.53e-01) [km/s] from
˓→Va_init=[+1.0e+00,+1.2e+02],+7.0e+01,+1.0e-01
(continues on next page)
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Fig. 7.6: - Option A2: CR source compared to solar system abundances. Top panel shows ratio segregated by first
ionization potential (vs volatility not shown). Bottom panel shows directly the comparison, in which contributions of
secondary origin are shown separately on the plot. Similar plots for isotopes exist but are not shown).
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Fig. 7.7: - [Option D0]: relative contributions per production process for isotopic fluxes (top) and elemental (bottom)
fluxes at 1, 10, and 100 GeV/n: primary (black), secondary (1, 2, and >2 steps in red, blue, and green), radioactive
(orange).

Fig. 7.8: - [Option D3]: relative fraction of IS flux in excess or disappeared for 𝛽-radioactive isotope 10 Be and its
daughter 10 B. The relative fraction for the element Be and B are also shown: the impact of decay is diluted by the
other stable isotopes of the element.
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¯ i.e.
Fig. 7.9: - [Option D5]: separated source terms (before propagation) for CR+ISM reactions leading to 𝑑,
¯
¯
CR+ISM→𝑑
in
out
∫︀
CR
∞
𝑑𝑄𝑑
𝑑𝜎
(𝐸
,𝐸
)
𝑑𝑁
out
in
in
𝑠𝑒𝑐
𝑘𝑛
𝑘𝑛
(CR, ISM, 𝐸𝑘𝑛
) = 𝐸 in
(𝐸𝑘𝑛
) × 𝐴𝑑¯ × 𝑛ISM × 𝑣 in ×
𝑑𝐸𝑘𝑛
.
𝑑𝐸 out
𝑑𝐸 in
𝑑𝐸 in
𝑘𝑛

thresh

𝑘𝑛

𝑘𝑛

Fig. 7.10: - [Option D6]: separated 𝑑¯ contributions (after propagation) for CR+ISM reactions.
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Fig. 7.11: - [Option D7]: secondary 𝑝¯ contributions from different primary CR energy ranges.

Fig. 7.12: - [Option D8]: tertiary 𝑝¯ contribution. The black lines show the calculated flux without (dotted) and
with (solid) the tertiary contribution: non-annihilating rescattering of 𝑝¯ on the ISM deplete 𝑝¯ at high energies and
redistribute them at lower energies. The various colours show contributions of various energy ranges.
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Fig. 7.13: - [Option E2]: comparison plot switching on/off physics effects during propagation (all other parameters
being equal). In this example for B/C(R), the inelastic XS, reacceleration, anf galactic wind have been switched-off in
turns or together, compared to the reference (grey line).

Fig. 7.14: - [Option E3]: comparison plot using different inelastic XS parametrisations for nuclei.
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Fig. 7.15: - [Option E4]: comparison plot using different production XS parametrisations for nuclei.

Fig. 7.16: - [Option E8]: comparison plot using different tertiary differential (redistribution) XS for 𝑝¯.
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Vc = +1.796892e+01(+/-2.07e-01) [km/s] from
˓→Vc_init=[+0.0e+00,+7.0e+01],+2.0e+01,+1.0e-01
log10_K0 = -1.407546e+00(+/-3.65e-03) [kpc^2/Myr]
˓→from log10_K0_init=[-2.5e+00,-5.0e-01],-1.7e+00,+1.0e-01
phi_AMS02_201105201605__NUISANCE = +9.955319e-01(+/-8.12e-02) [GV]
˓→from phi_AMS02_201105201605__NUISANCE_init=[+3.0e-01,+1.1e+00],+7.3e-01,+2.0e-01
SCALE_AMS02_201105201605__BC_NUISANCE = +7.213464e-02(+/-9.70e-01)
˓→[-] from SCALE_AMS02_201105201605__BC_NUISANCE_init=[-1.0e+01,+1.0e+01],+0.
˓→0e+00,+1.0e+00
UNF_AMS02_201105201605__BC_NUISANCE = +1.204838e-02(+/-7.70e-01) [˓→] from UNF_AMS02_201105201605__BC_NUISANCE_init=[-1.0e+01,+1.0e+01],+0.0e+00,+1.
˓→0e+00
BACK_AMS02_201105201605__BC_NUISANCE = -1.652323e-03(+/-8.03e-01)
˓→[-] from BACK_AMS02_201105201605__BC_NUISANCE_init=[-1.0e+01,+1.0e+01],+0.0e+00,
˓→+1.0e+00
ACC_AMS02_201105201605__BC_NUISANCE = -1.480676e+00(+/-2.14e-01) [˓→] from ACC_AMS02_201105201605__BC_NUISANCE_init=[-1.0e+01,+1.0e+01],+0.0e+00,+1.
˓→0e+00
EnhancePowHE_ALL_NUISANCE = +9.527955e-01(+/-8.36e-01) [-] from
˓→EnhancePowHE_ALL_NUISANCE_init=[+0.0e+00,+2.0e+00],+1.0e+00,+1.0e+00
Norm_16O+H_NUISANCE = +9.996114e-01(+/-4.77e-02) [-] from
˓→Norm_16O+H_NUISANCE_init=[+7.0e-01,+1.3e+00],+1.0e+00,+5.0e-02
Norm_12C+H_NUISANCE = +1.001394e+00(+/-4.49e-02) [-] from
˓→Norm_12C+H_NUISANCE_init=[+7.0e-01,+1.3e+00],+1.0e+00,+5.0e-02
Norm_11B+H_NUISANCE = +9.943976e-01(+/-1.98e-02) [-] from
˓→Norm_11B+H_NUISANCE_init=[+7.0e-01,+1.3e+00],+1.0e+00,+5.0e-02
Norm_10B+H_NUISANCE = +9.978475e-01(+/-3.22e-02) [-] from
˓→Norm_10B+H_NUISANCE_init=[+7.0e-01,+1.3e+00],+1.0e+00,+5.0e-02
Norm_16O+H->11B_NUISANCE = +1.034031e+00(+/-3.45e-02) [-] from
˓→Norm_16O+H->11B_NUISANCE_init=[+5.0e-01,+2.0e+00],+1.0e+00,+2.0e-01
EAxisScale_16O+H->11B_NUISANCE = +1.001521e+00(+/-7.12e-01) [-]
˓→from EAxisScale_16O+H->11B_NUISANCE_init=[+5.0e-01,+1.5e+00],+1.0e+00,+5.0e-01
EThresh_16O+H->11B_NUISANCE = +1.033162e+00(+/-4.36e-01) [-] from
˓→EThresh_16O+H->11B_NUISANCE_init=[+5.0e-01,+2.0e+00],+1.0e+00,+5.0e-01
SlopeLE_16O+H->11B_NUISANCE = +1.154792e-01(+/-2.69e-01) [-] from
˓→SlopeLE_16O+H->11B_NUISANCE_init=[-1.0e+00,+1.0e+00],+0.0e+00,+5.0e-01
Norm_12C+H->11B_NUISANCE = +1.072120e+00(+/-1.74e-02) [-] from
˓→Norm_12C+H->11B_NUISANCE_init=[+5.0e-01,+2.0e+00],+1.0e+00,+2.0e-01
EAxisScale_12C+H->11B_NUISANCE = +9.761634e-01(+/-4.07e-01) [-]
˓→from EAxisScale_12C+H->11B_NUISANCE_init=[+5.0e-01,+1.5e+00],+1.0e+00,+5.0e-01
EThresh_12C+H->11B_NUISANCE = +1.158264e+00(+/-2.31e-01) [-] from
˓→EThresh_12C+H->11B_NUISANCE_init=[+5.0e-01,+2.0e+00],+1.0e+00,+5.0e-01
SlopeLE_12C+H->11B_NUISANCE = +2.986691e-01(+/-1.27e-01) [-] from
˓→SlopeLE_12C+H->11B_NUISANCE_init=[-1.0e+00,+1.0e+00],+0.0e+00,+5.0e-01
HalfLifeBETA_10Be_NUISANCE = +1.387318e+00(+/-1.17e-02) [Myr] from
˓→HalfLifeBETA_10Be_NUISANCE_init=[+1.3e+00,+1.5e+00],+1.4e+00,+1.2e-02

• Plots and ROOT macros (.C), pdf and png for these plots.
Warning: Never modify init.TEST.par, work on a copy instead! Any name and directory to put this copy file is
fine. Note that For the 1D model, you can directly use the file init.Model1D.par.
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Fig. 7.17: Best-fit obtained along with the data selected for display. If nuisance parameters are used for systematics
errors of the fit data, shown are the model (thick line) and the biased model (thin line) to be compared to the data, with
bias(𝑅𝑘 ) = Π𝑙=0...𝑛 (1 + 𝜈𝑙 × 𝜎𝑙 (𝑅𝑘 )), see Table 6.11.

Fig. 7.18: Residual between (biased)-model and data selected for the fit. The error bars correspond to the relative data
errors.
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Fig. 7.19:
If specific cross sections are enabled as nuisance parameters (see parameter
UsineRun@FitFreePars@XSection in Table 6.11), show the pre-fit (thin lines) and post-fit XS (thick lines) for
comparison.

7.3 Update parameters
Warning: Never modify init.TEST.par, work on a copy instead! Any name and directory to put this
copy file is fine. Note that For the 1D model, you can directly use the file init.Model1D.par.

7.3.1 Edit E-grid, CR lists. . .
• Change energy range and # of bins: this is a straightforward operation, but ensure that you have a large enough
NBins for accuracy - very few bins are used in init.TEST.par for speed, it is for test only (see the other caveats
in Section 6.2.1):
Base
Base
Base

@ EnergyGrid
@ EnergyGrid
@ EnergyGrid

@ NBins
@ NUC_EknRange
@ ANTINUC_EknRange

@ M=0 @ 257
@ M=0 @ [5.e-2,5.e3]
@ M=0 @ [5e-2,1.e2]

• Change list of CRs/parents and pure secondaries: use the shortest CR list adapted to your problem, as fewer
CRs to propagate means faster runs. The most-likely parameters the user may edit are the ones listed below (see
full syntax in Section 6.2.1):
Base
Base
Base

@ ListOfCRs
@ ListOfCRs
@ ListOfCRs

@ ListOfCRs
@ ListOfParents
@ PureSecondaries

@ M=0 @ [2H-BAR,30Si]
@ M=0 @ 2H-bar:1H-bar,1H,4He;1H-bar:1H,4He
@ M=0 @ Li,Be,B

• Change CR data files and data used: you can load any number of CR data files you like (M=1 for parameter
fCRData, see syntax in Section 6.2.1). Other parameters set the subset of data used for display (see parameters
Section 6.2.6) or for fits (see parameters Section 6.2.7). In the example below, two CR data files are loaded, all
the available data being used for display (using only statistical errors). If a fit is performed, it will be on B/C(R)
AMS data found in the files, using a covariance matrix:
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Base @ CRData
@ fCRData
@ M=1 @ $USINE/inputs/crdata_crdb20170523.
˓→dat
Base @ CRData
@ fCRData
@ M=1 @ $USINE/inputs/crdata_dummy.dat
Base @ CRData
@ NormList
@ M=0 @ H,He:PAMELA|20.|kEkn;C,N,O,F,Ne,
˓→Na,Mg,Al,Si,P,S,Cl,Ar,K,Ca,Sc,Ti,V,Cr,Mn,Fe,Ni:HEAO|10.6|kEkn
UsineRun @ Display
UsineRun @ Display

@ QtiesExpsEType
@ ErrType

UsineRun @ FitTOAData @ QtiesExpsEType
UsineRun @ FitTOAData @ ErrType
˓→COVARIANCE/

@ M=0 @ ALL
@ M=0 @ kERRSTAT
@ M=0 @ B/C:AMS:KR
@ M=0 @ kERRCOV:$USINE/inputs/CRDATA_

• Change XS files: any list of target elements can be used for the ISM (usually H,He), and any list of isotopes can
be used for tertiaries (no need to change the code). The only requirement is that the list of files for XS provided
encompass these cases (see format in Section 5.6): note that M=1 for fTotInelAnn, fProd. . . parameters, so that
you can ad as many line entries as files you want USINE to look at to find the required XS. See the full syntax
and description in Section 6.2.1:
Base @ MediumCompo
Base @ XSections
Base @ XSections
Base @ XSections
Base @ XSections
˓→sigInelNONANN*
Base @ XSections

@
@
@
@
@

Targets
Tertiaries
fTotInelAnn
fProd
fTotInelNonAnn

@ fdSigdENAR

@
@
@
@
@

M=0
M=0
M=1
M=1
M=1

@
@
@
@
@

H,He
1H-bar,2H-bar
$USINE/inputs/XS_NUCLEI/sigInel*
$USINE/inputs/XS_NUCLEI/dSdEProd*
$USINE/inputs/XS_ANTINUC/

@ M=1 @ $USINE/inputs/XS_ANTINUC/dSdENAR*

7.3.2 Edit source, transport. . .
As discussed in Section 6.2.3, all models have mandatory parameters (even if many of the are unused) related to (i)
Geometry , (ii) ISM, (iii) Sources, (iv) Transport parameters. Let us detail below how it works.
Geometry
It is illustrated below for Model2DKisoVc (Maurin et al., 2001).
• Model parameters: radial extension R, halo half-height L, thin disc half-height (h), and a possible local-underdensity rhole (Putze et al., 2010). All these parameters can later be used as fit
parameters (e.g., L), see also Table 6.9:
Model2DKisoVc
Model2DKisoVc
˓→kpc
Model2DKisoVc
˓→12

@ Geometry
@ Geometry

@ ParNames
@ ParUnits

@ M=0 @ L,h,R,rhole
@ M=0 @ kpc,kpc,kpc,

@ Geometry

@ ParVals

@ M=0 @ 4.,0.1,20.,0.

• 2D cylindrical model: 1st axis is radial coordinate (r, 10 linear bins [0,R]), 2nd axis is vertical
coordinate (z, 10 linear bins [0,L]). In these coordinates the sun position is set to r=8.5 (same
unit as XAxis) and z=0 (same unit as Yaxis):
Model2DKisoVc
˓→LIN
Model2DKisoVc
˓→LIN

@ Geometry

@ XAxis

@ M=0 @ r:[0,R],10,

@ Geometry

@ YAxis

@ M=0 @ z:[0,L],10,
(continues on next page)
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Model2DKisoVc
Model2DKisoVc

@ Geometry
@ Geometry

@ XSun
@ YSun

@ M=0 @ 8.5
@ M=0 @ 0.

Warning: The only values the user may change are Geometry@ParVals values and the position of
the sun Geometry@XSun. See syntax in Section 6.2.3.

ISM
All the model currently implemented have a constant distribution. The syntax below means that the ISM
is described by a formula which is just a constant value (that the user can modify) for H (atomic, ionised,
and molecular) and He densities (in cm−3 ), and plasma temperature (in K):
Model2DKisoVc
Model2DKisoVc
Model2DKisoVc
Model1DKisoVc
Model1DKisoVc
Model1DKisoVc
Model1DKisoVc
Model1DKisoVc

@
@
@
@
@
@
@
@

ISM
ISM
ISM
ISM
ISM
ISM
ISM
ISM

@
@
@
@
@
@
@
@

ParNames
ParUnits
ParVals
Density
Density
Density
Density
Te

@
@
@
@
@
@
@
@

M=0
M=0
M=0
M=1
M=1
M=1
M=1
M=0

@
@
@
@
@
@
@
@

HI:FORMULA|0.867
HII:FORMULA|0.033
H2:FORMULA|0.
He:FORMULA|0.1
FORMULA|1.e4

Warning: The only values the user may change are those in FORMULA|. See syntax in Section
6.2.3.

Sources
Implemented models do not handle point-like sources and only correspond to steady-state sources. The
parameters below correspond to:
• a generic type of sources ASTRO_STD (any other name would have been fine too), which accelerates
all CRs selected for propagation (ASTRO_STD|ALL), except those declared as pure secondaries in
the list of CRs to propagate - see Section 7.3.1.
• this source is based on the spectrum template POWERLAW = 𝑞 × 𝛽 eta_s × Rig−alpha , which
has three parameters (q, alpha, and eta_s), and where the normalisation parameter is q
(ASTRO_STD|POWERLAW|q). This template is one of the available templates defined in the same
parameter file (see Section 6.2.5):
– the source abundance initialisation kSSISOTFRAC,kSSISOTABUND,kFIPBIAS assumes
Solar system isotopic abundances biased by the first ionization potential (we recommend at
least to have kSSISOTFRAC to fix isotopic fractions). If data to normalise is not an empty list,
q values are rescaled (unless q_X set as a fitted parameters):
Base
@ CRData
@ NormList
@ M=0 @ H,He:PAMELA|20.
˓→|kEkn;C,N,O,F,Ne,Na,Mg,Al,Si,P,S,Cl,Ar,K,Ca,Sc,Ti,V,Cr,Mn,Fe,
˓→Ni:HEAO|10.6|kEkn
UsineRun @ Calculation @ IsUseNormList
@ M=0 @ true

– in the example below, eta_s is taken to be a universal parameter (same for all CR species),
whereas q and alpha are taken per CR (internally, usine creates q_X and alpha_X parameters,
with X any CR in source).
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– any of the source parameters could be left as a free parameter!
• the spatial distribution of the source is taken to be SNRMODIFIED, with universal values for all CRs
(SHARED).
The fact that all parameters are M=1 means than in principle we could declare several types of sources
(different name possibly form different templates and/or species accelerated):
Model2DKisoVc @ SrcSteadyState @ Species
@ M=1 @ ASTRO_STD|ALL
Model2DKisoVc @ SrcSteadyState @ SpectAbundInit
@ M=1 @ ASTRO_
˓→STD|kSSISOTFRAC,kSSISOTABUND,kFIPBIAS
Model2DKisoVc @ SrcSteadyState @ SpectTempl
@ M=1 @ ASTRO_
˓→STD|POWERLAW|q
Model2DKisoVc @ SrcSteadyState @ SpectValsPerCR
@ M=1 @ ASTRO_
˓→STD|q[PERCR:DEFAULT=1.e-5];alpha[PERZ:DEFAULT=2.1,H=2.1,He=2.2];eta_
˓→s[LIST:DEFAULT=-1.,1H_HE=-1.5,C_N_O=-2]
Model2DKisoVc @ SrcSteadyState @ SpatialTempl
@ M=1 @ ASTRO_
˓→STD|SNRMODIFIED
Model2DKisoVc @ SrcSteadyState @ SpatialValsPerCR @ M=1 @ ASTRO_
˓→STD||rsol[SHARED:8.5];a[SHARED:1.];b[SHARED:1.];dex[SHARED:1.]

Warning: The values the user may change are (i) the name of the source ASTRO_STD (can be
anything), (ii) the template spectrum (POWERLAW) and/or spatial distribution (SNRMODIFIED) used
for the source, (iii) the types of parameters in the source (universal SHARED, by CR PERCR, by
element PERZ, or a list LIST) and their default values. See syntax in Section 6.2.3 for more details.

Transport
It can be as generic as it needs to be (see Section 6.2.3)! However, semi-analytical models implemented
and solved in USINE cannot be as flexible as the user would wish them to be. First, only isotropic diffusion
models are implemented (so we only need K00 coefficient below). Second the 1D and 2D models can
only have a galactic wind perpendicular to the disc (wind component W0 only). For illustration purpose,
we provide two examples below, one with a standard diffusion coefficient, and a second one with a break
(as used in Génolini et al., 2018). The diffusion coefficient can be any function of the USINE-interpreted
energy variables beta (lorentz factor), gamma, p (momentum in GV), Rig (rigidity in GV), Ekn (kinetic
energy per nucleon in GeV/n), Etot (total energy in GeV), and Ek (kinetic energy in GeV)
→ No break:
Model1DKisoVc @
Model1DKisoVc @
Model1DKisoVc @
Model1DKisoVc @
˓→t*K0*Rig^delta

Transport
Transport
Transport
Transport

@
@
@
@

ParNames
ParUnits
ParVals
K

@
@
@
@

M=0
M=0
M=0
M=1

@
@
@
@

Va,Vc,K0,delta,eta_t
km/s,km/s,kpc^2/Myr,-,55.,18.7,0.008,0.86,0.
K00:FORMULA|beta^eta_

→ With break:
Model1DKisoVc @ Transport @ ParNames @ M=0 @ Va,Vc,K0,delta,eta_t,Rbreak,
˓→Deltabreak,sbreak
Model1DKisoVc @ Transport @ ParUnits @ M=0 @ km/s,km/s,kpc^2/Myr,-,-,GV,-,
˓→Model1DKisoVc @ Transport @ ParVals
@ M=0 @ 85.4,19.5,0.0358,0.61,-0.059,
˓→125.,0.023,0.01
Model1DKisoVc @ Transport @ K
@ M=1 @ K00:FORMULA|beta^eta_
˓→t*K0*Rig^delta*(1+(Rig/Rbreak)^(Deltabreak/sbreak))^(-sbreak)

7.3. Update parameters
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With or without a break, the remaining parameters are:
Model1DKisoVc @ Transport @ Wind
@ M=1 @ W0:FORMULA|Vc
Model1DKisoVc @ Transport @ VA
@ M=0 @ FORMULA|Va
Model1DKisoVc @ Transport @ Kpp
@ M=0 @ FORMULA|(4./3.)*(Va*1.
˓→022712e-3*beta*Etot)^2/(delta*(4-delta^2)*(4-delta)*K00)

Warning: The values the user may change are the names/number of parameters and associated
formulae for K00 and Kpp. The other parameters are fixed by the model (Va and Vc) and only their
default value can be changed.

7.3.3 Run parameters
• Change model selection: this is where you can use a different propagation model (Section 6.1.3) and solar
modulation model (Section 6.1.4) from enabled ones:
UsineRun
UsineRun

@ Models
@ Models

@ Propagation
@ SolarModulation

@ M=1 @ Model1DKisoVc
@ M=1 @ SolMod0DFF

• Change precision for calculation: just be careful when you change the precision, in particular for minimisation runs for which EPS_NORMDATA must be kept to high precision, unless the source abundances are not
normalized to existing data (set IsUseNormList to false to bypass any selected list). See Section 6.2.6 for
more details:
UsineRun
UsineRun
UsineRun
UsineRun

@
@
@
@

Calculation
Calculation
Calculation
Calculation

@
@
@
@

EPS_ITERCONV
EPS_INTEGR
EPS_NORMDATA
IsUseNormList

@
@
@
@

M=0
M=0
M=0
M=0

@
@
@
@

1.e-6
1.e-4
1.e-10
true

• Change propagation switches: you can switch-on/off physics parameters for the calculation. However, we
recommend to set all these parameters to true (see Section 6.2.6):
UsineRun
UsineRun
UsineRun
...

@ OnOff
@ OnOff
@ OnOff

@ IsDestruction
@ IsELossAdiabatic
@ IsEReacc

@ M=0 @ true
@ M=0 @ true
@ M=0 @ true

• Change display options: the three configurable parameters for the display are the list of quantities to show
(use ALL to display all loaded data), the type of errors to show, and a possible multiplication of fluxes by
EaxisFluxPowIndex , see Section 6.2.6):
UsineRun
UsineRun
UsineRun

@ Display
@ Display
@ Display

@ QtiesExpsEType
@ ErrType
@ FluxPowIndex

@ M=0 @ He:AMS,BESS:kEKN;B/C:AMS:kR
@ M=0 @ kERRSTAT
@ M=0 @ 2.8

7.3.4 Fit parameters and minimizer
• Change minimiser setup: The default minimiser used is minuit2. See Section 6.2.7 for details:
UsineFit
UsineFit
UsineFit

@ Config
@ Config
@ Config

@ Minimiser
@ Algorithm
@ NMaxCall

@ M=0 @ Minuit2
@ M=0 @ combined
@ M=0 @ 100000
(continues on next page)
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UsineFit
...

@ Config

@ Tolerance

@ M=0 @ 1.e-2

• TOA CR data to use: data to minimise are picked from the list of data loaded (see Section 6.2.1). Their
selection (and the errors to use) is detailed in Section 6.2.7:
UsineFit @ TOAData
UsineFit @ TOAData
˓→COVARIANCE/
UsineFit @ TOAData
UsineFit @ TOAData
...

@ QtiesExpsEType
@ ErrType

@ M=0 @ B/C:AMS:KR
@ M=0 @ kERRCOV:$USINE/inputs/CRDATA_

@ EminData
@ EmaxData

@ M=0 @ 1.e-5
@ M=0 @ 200.

• Free and nuisance parameters: The whole business of nuisance and free parameters, as well as the list and
syntax of these parameters are given in Section 6.2.7:
UsineFit @ FreePars @ CRs
˓→3,1.5],1.387,0.012
UsineFit @ FreePars @ DataErr
˓→BC:NUISANCE,LIN,[-10,10],0.,1.
UsineFit @ FreePars @ Geometry
UsineFit @ FreePars @ ISM
UsineFit @ FreePars @ Modulation
˓→LIN,[0.3,,1.1],0.73,0.2
UsineFit @ FreePars @ SrcPointLike
UsineFit @ FreePars @ SrcSteadyState
˓→0.1
UsineFit @ FreePars @ Transport
UsineFit @ FreePars @ Transport
UsineFit @ FreePars @ XSection
˓→1.,0.05
UsineFit @ FreePars @ XSection
˓→LIN,[0.5,1.5],1.,0.5
UsineFit @ FreePars @ XSection
˓→[0.5,2.],1.,0.5
UsineFit @ FreePars @ XSection
˓→1,1.],0.,0.5
UsineFit @ FreePars @ XSection
˓→2.],1.,0.2
UsineFit @ FreePars @ XSection
˓→LIN,[0.5,1.5],1.,0.5
UsineFit @ FreePars @ XSection
˓→[0.5,2.],1.,0.5
UsineFit @ FreePars @ XSection
˓→1,1.],0.,0.5
...

7.3. Update parameters

@ M=1 @ HalfLifeBETA_10Be:NUISANCE,LIN,[1.
@ M=1 @ SCALE_AMS02_201105201605__
@ M=1 @ @ M=1 @ @ M=1 @ phi_AMS02_201105201605_:NUISANCE,
@ M=1 @ @ M=1 @ alpha:NUISANCE,LIN,[1.7.,2.5],2.3,
@ M=1 @ delta:FIT,LIN,[0.2,0.9],0.6,0.02
@ M=1 @ Va:FIT,LIN,[1.,120],70.,0.1
@ M=1 @ Norm_16O+H:NUISANCE,LIN,[0.7,1.3],
@ M=1 @ EAxisScale_16O+H->11B:NUISANCE,
@ M=1 @ EThresh_16O+H->11B:NUISANCE,LIN,
@ M=1 @ SlopeLE_16O+H->11B:NUISANCE,LIN,[@ M=1 @ Norm_12C+H->11B:NUISANCE,LIN,[0.5,
@ M=1 @ EAxisScale_12C+H->11B:NUISANCE,
@ M=1 @ EThresh_12C+H->11B:NUISANCE,LIN,
@ M=1 @ SlopeLE_12C+H->11B:NUISANCE,LIN,[-
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EIGHT

LICENSES

USINE The USINE library makes use of the ROOT system and the fparser library. Both being distributed
under the Lesser General Public Licence (LGPL 3), this probably makes USINE available under the
same licence — Copyright © David Maurin (1999-2018)
USINE logo Used with the author permission — Copyright © Francis Tousignant (2003)
ROOT CERN licence The ROOT system is being made available under the LGPL 3, which allows
ROOT to be used in a wide range of open and closed environments. The optional MathMore library uses the GSL library which is licensed under the GPL and hence the MathMore library is only
available under the GPL.
fparser license The fparser library is distributed under the LGPL 3 — Copyright © 2003-2011 Juha
Nieminen, Joel Yliluoma
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